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Organic semiconductors are an important class of optoelectronic materials that are 
characterized by high degree of conjugation within the molecule. These are thin films of 
conjugated molecules in organic optoelectronic devices such as organic light-emitting devices 
(OLEDs) and organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs). In organic semiconductors, the excited state 
is characterized by a tightly bound electron-hole pair called an exciton. The migration and 
relaxation of the exciton strongly dictates material optical properties, as well as the subsequent 
design and operation of semiconductor devices. For example, OPVs rely on the efficient 
harvesting and dissociation of photogenerated excitons at heterointerfaces in the device layer 
stack. The transport of long-lived dark excitons is of special interest as they play an important 
role as energetic intermediates in OLEDs while also being a potential active material in OPVs. 
Despite this, their spatial migration is challenging to probe accurately. The focus of this thesis 
is on demonstrating new characterization techniques to track exciton migration as well as on 
engineering unique device architectures for enhancing energy transport in OPVs. This work 
has brought insight into the role of spin and molecular structure in impacting exciton diffusion 
using a novel sensitizer-based methodology to selectively excite and probe dark exciton 
transport. Furthermore, the normally diffusive aspect of energy transport is overcome by 
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1 Applications of Organic Semiconductor 
Devices 
   Organic semiconductors are carbon based conjugated small molecules or polymers, 
offering a remarkable array of optical, mechanical and electronic properties. They are 
currently employed in a variety of applications such as organic photovoltaics (OPVs),1–3 
organic light-emitting devices 
(OLEDs),4–7 radio frequency 
identification devices (RFID),8–10 
photodetectors,11–15 and biosensors.16–19 
They have the great potential of being 
employed in the healthcare sector as 
well as for smart electronic textiles.20–25 
Smart textiles can sense and respond to 
various thermal and mechanical 
conditions by sending data to other 
devices. Organic semiconductors can 
be processed at low temperature and are 
highly compatible with roll-roll 
processing and flexible substrates. 
Figure 1.1 (a) Flexible and rollable OLED 
TV (LG). (b) OLED display in iPhone X and 
Apple Watch. (c) Samsung Fold with flexible 
OLED display.  
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1.1 Organic Light-Emitting Devices 
OLEDs are solid state devices consisting of an emissive electroluminescent organic 
semiconductor layer that emits light on application of current through the device. Since an 
OLED display works without a backlight, it can display deep black levels. OLED 
technology offers improved image quality in terms of brightness, contrast ratio, faster 
refresh rate, and large fields of view (about 170 degrees) as compared to conventional 
liquid crystal display technology which utilizes a white backlight in combination with color 
filtering to produce the image.5 Furthermore, the fabricated OLED device is extremely thin 
(100-500 nm) without any need of high temperature during its manufacturing. 
Technological advancement in this field has enabled creation of unique products such as 
flexible and foldable displays (Fig. 
1.1) and transparent display screens.26–
30  
1.2 Organic Photovoltaic 
Cells 
 Organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) 
are fabricated from small molecule or 
polymer organic semiconductor thin 
films. They are an attractive renewable 
energy technology due to their 
Figure 1.2 (a) Integration of OPVs on building 
walls. (b) Vacuum roll-to-roll production (c) 




compatibility with high throughput large-area fabrication methods, mechanical flexibility, 
abundant raw materials, and overall potential for low-cost production.32–35 Additionally, 
the tunable absorption properties of organic semiconductors can help to generate power 
using the infrared and UV regions of the solar spectrum which makes them highly suitable 
for various applications, such as transparent windows for building integrated photovoltaics 
(BIPV) and implementation in electronic devices such as mobile phones, smartwatches and 
electric cars to constantly charge and extend the battery life. (Fig 1.2).36 The current OPV 
power conversion efficiencies have exceeded 16% for single-junction solar cells,37–39 
17.3% for multijunction organic solar cells,40 and a module efficiency of over 10%. In 
transparent solar cell technology it has achieved a record power conversion efficiency of 
9.8% and an average transparency of 38.3%.41 
1.3 Scope of Present Work 
This thesis explores questions related to excited-state transport in  
organic semiconductor thin films. The excited state in organic semiconductor exist as a 
bound electron-hole pair, also known as exciton. The transport of long-lived dark exciton 
is of special interest as they play an important role as energetic intermediates in OLEDs as 
well as a potential active material in OPVs. However, their migration is specifically 
challenging to probe accurately. The focus of this thesis is on demonstrating a new 
characterization technique to track exciton migration as well as on engineering unique 
device architectures for enhancing energy transport in OPVs. The effect of subtle changes 
in molecular structure in substantially impacting excited state transport is investigated. 
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Furthermore, solar cell architectures that exploit exciton gates to bias exciton migration, 



















2 Excited States in Organic Semiconductors 
This chapter is designated to provide the fundamentals of molecular excited state 
behavior in organic semiconductors. For a more detailed discussion on this topic readers 
are referred to work by Köhler and Bässler.42 
2.1 Properties of Organic Semiconductors 
2.1.1 Molecular Conjugation  
 Organic 
semiconductors are carbon 
based conjugated small 
molecules or polymers. The 
conjugated carbon atoms are 
sp2 hybridized which gives 
rise to three  bonds and one 
 bond. The molecular  
orbital arises due to 
constructive interference of 
two electron wavefunctions 
where the electron density between nuclei leads to the bonding character of this orbital. 
The destructive interference of two electron wavefunctions leads to reduced electron 
density between the nuclei. The resultant bond is referred as a 𝜎* antibonding orbital since 
 Figure 2.1 (a) Molecular orbital diagram of C=C. (b) p 
orbitals in a ∗ anti-bond (c) p orbitals in  bond (d) sp2 




the repulsion between nuclei is not screened by the electron density. The energy associated 
with the two orbitals is 𝐸±=( ± )/(1+S) where S is the overlap integral,  is the Coulomb 
integral and  is the exchange integral. The overlap integral is a measure of extent to which 
orbitals on two nuclei overlap, Coulomb integral measures the electrostatic attraction 
between the electron density of one nucleus with the other nucleus, and the exchange 
integral represents interaction between overlap of the two electron wavefunction and the 
nucleus. The energy splitting between two molecular orbitals is mainly controlled by 
exchange integral. The three sp2 hybridized orbitals are distributed on a plane with an angle 
of 120o between them, each lying along internuclear axis with other atoms. The higher 
value of exchange integral is due to large overlap of electron density between two carbon 
atoms results in large amount of splitting between  bonding and * antibonding orbitals. 
The interaction the of 2pz orbitals leads to the formation of 𝜋 bonding and 𝜋* antibonding 
orbitals. The location of electron density away from internuclear axis results in the lower 
splitting between the two orbitals as compared to  and *. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 
interaction between two carbon atoms. The higher occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is 
the 𝜋 orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is an empty 𝜋* orbital. 
These orbitals are often referred as frontier orbitals and the ability of a molecule to partake 
in optical processes such as absorption and emission, depends upon the transition between 
HOMO and LUMO orbitals. For large 𝜋 orbital extended over several carbon atoms, the 
weaker splitting between LUMO and HOMO orbital leads to transition in the visible region 
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of light spectrum. Thus, making the molecule more relevant for optoelectronic 
applications. 
2.1.2 Spin Singlet and Triplet States 
The electronic wavefunction provides information about the electron’s spatial 
coordinates and the positions of nuclei. For a fixed nuclei position, the probability of 
finding the electron can be described by the square of electron wavefunction. However, the 
electron wavefunction is not sufficient to describe the complete state of the system. It is 
necessary to consider the role of electron spin which can be incorporated by introducing a 
spin wavefunction.  
The spin state of a molecule can be calculated by summing the spin of all electrons in 
all orbitals. However, in filled orbitals the antiparallel spin of two electrons contributes 
zero to the net spin. Therefore, it is sufficient to describe the spin state of the system by 
considering the spin of unpaired electrons in the excited state configuration of the 
molecule. Molecule configurations with antiparallel and parallel spins are referred as 
singlet and triplet states, respectively. The unpaired electrons in the excited state is a two-
particle system. The spin state of the system is described by spin angular momentum 
operator ?̂?2 and its z component ?̂? with eigenvalues S and Ms. There are four eigenstates 
for the system. The full electron wavefunction is the product of the spatial and spin 





















(| ↑↑> −|↓↓>) yielding S = 0 and Ms = 0  
The first three spin wavefunction are always in phase, differing only in the zth 
component of the spin and are referred as triplets. While the fourth spin wavefunction 
(
Spin,S0
) is 1800 out of phase and is referred as singlet state. The energy of the singlet and 
triplet states differ by twice the value of exchange integral. The exchange integral scales 
exponentially with the overlap of electron and hole wavefunction.44 The smaller value of 
exchange energy (0.2-0.5 eV) will occur when HOMO and LUMO orbitals are located on 
two different part of the molecule. 43 
2.1.3 Molecular Vibrations 
The potential energy of the ground state or excited state of the molecule depends 
upon the positions of atomic nuclei. The nuclei in a real molecule oscillate around their 
equilibrium position with a certain vibrational frequency 𝜔 and associated energy (n+1/2) 
ℏ𝜔, where n is the harmonic or energy level. The atoms in a molecule form a system of 
coupled oscillators. The vibrational motion of the nucleus can be described by a separate 
wavefunction, Ψvib. Thus, the total wavefunction is approximated as the product of 
electronic, spin and vibrational wavefunction. The vibrational energy of the modes is 
experimentally measured using Raman spectroscopy or by Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR). The vibrational modes are also reflected in absorption and emission 
spectra of the molecule. Typical vibrational modes that occur in organic molecules are C-
C, C=C stretching modes, C-H in plane bond stretching, phenyl ring torsion.45 
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2.1.4 Optical Absorption and Emission 
In organic molecule photon absorption and emission involves an electronic 
transition between ground and excited state potential energy curves. The different 
vibrational sublevels are represented by horizontal lines on a potential energy diagram (Fig. 
2.2). The resulting absorption and emission spectra are the superposition of energy 
transitions between different vibrational level of ground and excited state. The transition 





 | < Ψ𝑓| 𝐻 ′̂|Ψ𝑖 > |
2  (2.1) 
 
where  is the density of final states, 𝐻 ′̂ is the perturbing Hamiltonian operator that causes 
the transition. The total molecular wavefunction can be expressed as Ψtotal = Ψel ΨspinΨvib, 
while the dipole operator is êr, and is used in the perturbing Hamiltonian, 𝐻 ′̂. The dipole 
operator acts only on the electronic wavefunction with the spin and vibrational 
wavefunctions are insensitive to the electric field. Therefore, they can be treated as 




 | < Ψ𝑒𝑙,𝑓|e?̂?|Ψ𝑒𝑙,𝑖 > |
2 | < Ψ𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛,𝑓|Ψ𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛,𝑖 > |
2 | < Ψ𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑓|Ψ𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑖 > |
2 (2.2) 
 
Thus, the optical transition rate depends on three factors: electronic, vibrational and spin. 
If any of these factors is zero, the transition is forbidden.  
The electronic factor | < Ψ𝑒𝑙,𝑓|e?̂?|Ψ𝑒𝑙,𝑖 > | is non-zero if the transition is dipole 
allowed, i.e. the excited state is antibonding orbitals denoted as 𝜎∗and 𝜋∗. The electronic 
factor also depends on the overlap of the initial and final state wavefunctions. The transition 
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rate is higher between orbitals that are centered on the same parts of the molecule (ex. 𝜋 −
𝜋∗ transition) and is lower between orbitals that occupy different space (ex. A charge-
transfer state transition, 𝑛 − 𝜋∗ transition).42,48,49  
The vibrational factor controls the spectral shape of the absorption and emission. 
The energy of vibrational quanta lies between 100-300 meV, therefore at room temperature 
the lowest vibrational state is populated.42,50–52 The absorption takes place from the zeroth 
vibrational level of the ground state to the mth vibrational level of the excited state. The 
intensity of the transition is controlled by the overlap of vibrational wavefunctions, 
| < Ψ𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑓|Ψ𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑖 > |
2 also known as Franck-Condon-factor F, which gives the probability 
of transition between vibrational states. The excited state configuration coordinate is 
displaced by ΔQ with respect to ground state potential energy curve (Fig 2.2). In the excited 
state, equilibrium spacing between atomic cores is increased because of one of the electrons 
in an antibonding orbital which reduces the overall electron density between atomic cores. 
For a stiff molecule, the 0th-0th transition between ground and excited state is dominant due 
Figure 2.2 Schematic of a potential energy curve for ground and excited state with the 





to small displacement along molecular coordinates, while for flexible molecules transition 
between higher vibrational levels such 0th-1st form the peak of the distribution.42 
 The spin factor | < Ψ𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛,𝑓|Ψ𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛,𝑖 > |
2 takes two values, 0 if spins of initial and 
final state differ and 1 if they are same. Thus, the transition such as S0→ S1 and T1→ Tn are 
spin allowed, while the transition such as T1→ S0 are spin forbidden. However, spin 
forbidden transitions can acquire a finite transition rate if by some perturbation the wave 
function obtains a contribution from opposite spin wavefunction.53 
 The mechanism of spin-orbit coupling can provide such mixing. In spin-orbit 
coupling, the change in spin angular momentum of an electron is compensated by an 
opposite change in orbital angular momentum, since the total angular momentum is 
conserved during optical transition.42,43 The amount of mixing between pure triplet excited 
state and singlet excited state will depend upon wavefunction overlap after spin-orbit 
coupling, separation in energy between two states, and magnitude of perturbing 
Hamiltonian which varies as fourth power of atomic charge.43,54 Thus, incorporation of 
heavy metal atom such as iridium or platinum in chromophore results in strong 
phosphorescence (radiative emission from triplet state).55  
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2.1.5 Non-radiative Transitions 
Non-radiative transitions 
are isoenergetic transitions 
between the 0th vibrational 
level of initial state and kth 
vibrational level of the final 
state, as represented by a 
horizontal arrow in Figure 
2.3. The transition is 
followed by thermal 
relaxation which is a fast and 
irreversible dissipation of vibrational energy to the surroundings. The thermal relaxation is 
represented by sequence of vertical arrows (Fig. 2.3). The non-radiative transition between 
states of same spin fold such as S1→S0 and T2→T1 are referred to as internal conversion, 
while transitions between different spin manifolds such as S1→T1 and T1→S0 are referred 
to as intersystem crossing. Siebrand derived the rate of intersystem by going beyond the 




  𝐽2𝐹 (2.2) 
 
 where the Franck-Condon factor F is the overlap of the overall vibrational wavefunction 
of the initial and final states | < Ψ𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑓|Ψ𝑣𝑖𝑏,𝑖 > |
2, and J contains the electronic coupling 
between two states. The Franck-Condon factor, F for the general case of a distorted 
Figure 2.3 Potential energy diagram illustrating a 





oscillator depends exponentially on the energy difference between the initial and final 
states. This is reflected by the energy gap law as: 
𝑘𝑖𝑓 ∝ exp (−𝛾
2𝜋 ∆𝐸
ℎ 𝜔𝑚




 is the energy of the highest frequency mode and 𝛾 depends on molecular 
parameters. The electronic coupling contains the electronic and spin wavefunction and the 
selection rules for spin, symmetry and parity are like radiative decay. 
2.2 Excitons 
Excitons are charge neutral quasiparticles consisting of Coulombically bound 
electron-hole pairs. Excitons are classified based on binding energy and spatial extent into 
three types as Wannier-Mott, Frenkel and charge-transfer excitons (Fig. 2.4). 
2.2.1 Wannier-Mott Excitons 
Wannier-Mott excitons are frequently found in inorganic crystalline 
semiconductors.47,48 The Columbic attraction between the electron and hole is weak due to 
the large dielectric constant. The typical binding energy for these excitons is around 5 
meV.43,64 The thermal energy at room temperature (25.9 meV) is large enough to dissociate 
these excitons. Therefore, Wannier excitons exist only at low temperature. The binding 
energy corresponds to a separation between (5-10) nm between electron and hole, which 
exceeds the interatomic spacing.43 
2.2.2 Frenkel Excitons 
     In organic semiconductors the excited state is a tightly bound electron-hole pair, 
called a Frenkel exciton. The binding energy reflects the low dielectric constant of these 
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materials, and is ~0.3-0.5 
eV.65,66 For triplet excitons, the 
binding energy is larger due to 
the exchange interaction 
between the electron and hole 
of the same spin orientation.43 
In amorphous organic 
semiconductor films the 
exciton is localized on a single 
molecule,67 while in organic 
crystals large intermolecular 
coupling between molecules 
results in exciton 
delocalization. The spontaneous dissociation of exciton requires heterojunction interface 
of energetically dissimilar materials, such that the net energy is lower than that of the 
exciton. 
2.2.3 Charge-Transfer Excitons 
Charge transfer (CT) excitons can be described as an intermediate between Frenkel 
and Wannier-Mott excitons. In OPVs, these are formed between donor and acceptor 
heterojunction before dissociation to free carriers.68–70 In several cases, CT states can exist 
in the bulk of organic semiconductors.71 The binding energy of these excitons can range 
Figure 2.4 Diagram illustrating spatial extent of 
Wannier exciton, Frenkel exciton and Charge 




from 0.1 eV to 0.3 eV, which corresponds to an exciton radius of (0.5 nm to 5 nm).69,72 The 
CT state excitons have also been observed in two-dimensional metal chalcogenides and 
transition metal oxides.73,74 
2.3 Exciton Energy Transfer 
Excitons migrate from molecule to molecule via several energy transfer 
mechanisms known as cascade energy transfer, Fӧrster energy transfer, and Dexter energy 
transfer. 
2.3.1 Cascade Energy Transfer 
The photon emitted from exciton recombination can be reabsorbed by a second 
molecule. Energy transfer mediated by a real photon is often referred as cascade or 
radiative energy transfer.47,75–77 The efficiency of radiative transfer depends upon the 
overlap between the emission and absorption spectra of a given material. In organic 
semiconductor thin films, this mechanism should be considered when there is small Stokes 
shift (difference between the spectral position of first absorption band peak and the 
emission peak) as well as no competition from other energy transfer mechanisms.75 The 
percentage of reabsorbed photons depends upon the thickness of the organic thin film. 
Typically, it starts to play role when thickness approaches absorption path length (100-200 
nm) of the material.78 
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2.3.2 Förster Energy Transfer 
 Förster transfer is a non-radiative energy transfer mechanism observed for 
fluorescent singlet excitons. The energy transfer occurs via dipole coupling between donor 









       (2.4) 










  (2.5) 




 for randomly oriented rigid dipoles),80 n is the wavelength dependent refractive 
index of the donor film, FD is the normalized fluorescence spectrum, σA is the acceptor 
absorption cross-section, and λ is the wavelength. Förster transfer may occur over a 
relatively long length scale (typically in the range 1-5) nm as compared to intermolecular 
space on the order of d=1 nm or less. 78,81–83 
Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of electron pathway for Förster energy transfer. The 




The energy transfer from a donor molecule to a plane of acceptor layer (kFp) or thick 

















     (2.7) 
where 𝜌A is the molecular density of acceptor (per unit area or volume, respectively), d is 
the distance from the donor to the acceptor plane or slab.  
2.3.3 Dexter Energy Transfer 
 Dexter energy transfer is a short-range non-radiative energy transfer mechanism, 
dominant for non-luminescent singlet or triplet excitons. The energy transfer is typically 
mediated by electron exchange between two molecules. The subsequent transfer rate is 




 𝐾2 exp (−
2𝑑
𝐿
) ∫ 𝐹𝐷(𝐸)𝜎𝐴(𝐸)𝑑𝐸   (2.8)    
where FD and A are normalized donor and acceptor emission and absorption spectra, 
respectively, d is the intermolecular separation, L is the effective average orbital radius for 
Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of the electron pathway for the Dexter energy 




the excited and unexcited state of donor and acceptor, and K is a constant that reflects the 
specific orbital interactions. The electron exchange in Dexter transfer occurs over a short 
length scale of (0.1-1) nm since the transfer requires orbital overlap with adjacent acceptor 
molecule. 
2.4 Exciton Transport 
Exciton diffusion is 
modeled as an ensemble of self-
energy transfer hopping events. For 
an isotropic medium exciton 
diffusion can be modeled as nearest 
neighbor hopping event. A 







𝑘𝐸T(𝑑)      (2.9) 
where A is a geometric factor 
accounting for disorder in the thin film, d is the distance of single hopping event, and kET 
is the energy transfer rate to a specified lattice point of set N. The kET can be Förster or 
Dexter energy transfer rate depending upon the dominant energy transfer mechanism in the 
film. When considering the motion of an exciton along one-dimensional infinite array the 
mean displacement is zero since it has an equal probability of moving right or left. 
However, the mean square displacement is non-zero and is written as < x2 > = D * t, where 
Figure 2.7 Diagram for the mean-squared 
displacement versus time highlighting the 
difference between normal diffusive, sub-




D is the diffusion coefficient and t is the time. For the normal diffusion motion, the 
characteristic diffusion length, the LD is given by:  
LD= √< x2 >= √𝐷𝜏      (2.10) 
For normal diffusion, the mean square displacement linearly increases with time. Any 
deviation from it will result in anomalous diffusion. A more generalized expression for 
displacement is given by:91 
<x2>=𝛽 ∗ 𝑡𝛼       (2.11) 
where 𝛽 is proportionality constant related to D and 𝛼 < 1 represents sub-diffusive and 
𝛼 > 1 super-diffusive motion. Figure 2.7 illustrates traces for normal and anomalous 
diffusive region. 
2.5 Exciton Interactions and Quenching Processes 
Excitons in organic semiconductors can be subject to various bimolecular 
interactions during its lifetime. This section highlights different exciton interaction 
processes.  
2.5.1 Exciton-Exciton Annihilation and Triplet Fusion 
Exciton-exciton annihilation is a non-radiative process where the energy of one 
exciton is transferred to an already excited molecule, thereby promoting the exciton into a 
second excited state.43,78 Subsequently, the exciton thermally relaxes back to the first 
excited state losing excess energy to the surrounding. The rate of this bimolecular process 
depends on exciton density squared. Exciton annihilation occurs both for singlet and triplet 
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excitons. In the triplet-triplet annihilation, two triplets annihilate to form an intermediate 
state X that can be converted to either a singlet or triplet state according to the following 









→ 𝑆𝑛 + 𝑆𝑜 → 𝑆1 + 𝑆𝑜 
where 𝑇1 represents the triplet excited state, 𝑆1 the singlet excited state, and 𝑆𝑜 the ground 
state of the molecule. The rate constant for generation of singlets and triplets from TTA are 
given as 𝑘𝑇𝑇
𝑆  and 𝑘𝑇𝑇
𝑇  respectively. When the singlet excitons are generated, the process is 
also referred as triplet fusion where the generated singlet exciton may decay radiatively. 
The emission is called delayed fluorescence since its transient decay can be much longer 
than decay time of singlet excitons. The singlet state energy must be less than or equal to 
the sum of two triplet state ((E(S) ~ < 2E(T)). Generally, the exciton-exciton annihilation 
is dominant for high exciton densities when the two excitons have high probability of 
encounter. It is especially observed in long-lived triplet excitons compared to short-lived 
singlet state. 
2.5.2 Singlet Fission  
Singlet fission is a photophysical process in which singlet exciton is converted to 
two triplet exciton pairs (Fig. 2.8).94,95 The generated triplet exciton must be harvested to 
increase photogeneration efficiency in organic photovoltaic devices. The process has 
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gained renewed interest as a 
promising candidate for surpassing 
the Shockley-Queisser limit for 
energy conversion in a single junction 
solar cell. It has been observed in 
selected number of organic 
semiconductor materials, with triplet 
energy nearly half of singlet energy 
(E(S) ~ 2E(T)). When combined with 
conventional silicon-based photovoltaic cells, singlet-fission materials offer a route to 
improve spectral coverage by direct charge generation or reduced thermalization loss via 
down conversion.96,97 
2.5.3 Exciton-Polaron Quenching 
Exciton polaron quenching constitute one of the major loss mechanism in organic 
optoelectronic devices, particularly at high exciton density.98–101 The rate of quenching is 
proportional to the product of exciton density and polaron density. The proportionality 
constant depends upon the polaron diffusion coefficient and exciton polaron capture 
radius.100 The exciton polaron quenching mainly occurs via Förster energy transfer and no 
orbital overlap is required for this process.102  
Figure 2.8 Schematic of singlet fission in an 






In this chapter, electronic and optical properties of excited state in organic 
semiconductor are discussed. The excitons in organic semiconductor migrate from 
molecule to another through energy transfer between them. The energy transfer can be of 
different types based on mechanism of transfer. Ensemble of self-energy transfer event 
during the lifetime of exciton determines the characteristic diffusion length. Excitons can 
also be subjected to various bimolecular interactions during its lifetime. The physics 
introduced here will be used in later chapter for interpreting and understanding the exciton 












3  Fabrication and Characterization of 
Organic Semiconductor Devices 
 The previous chapter described the electronic and optical properties of organic 
semiconductors. The application of organic semiconductors in devices requires them to be 
deposited as thin film with high uniformity and repeatability. This chapter discusses 
conventional techniques used for the fabrication of organic semiconductor thin films. The 
chapter further describes experimental techniques required for interpreting and 
understanding the exciton transport in organic semiconductor thin films. This chapter also 
looks into the processes which lead to photoconversion in OPVs, device architectures which 
are able to accomplish these processes efficiently. 
3.1 Thin Film Deposition Techniques 
3.1.1 Vacuum Based Deposition  
Vacuum thermal evaporation involves resistively heating the source material in 
tantalum doped tungsten boats in a vacuum environment with pressure ranging from 10-7 
Torr to 10-6 Torr. As the boat is heated, sublimation produces a vapor plume from the source. 
The vapor plume condenses on a substrate to create a uniform film with excellent control 
and repeatability.103–105 The high vacuum is essential for thin film purity as background 
gases can lead to contamination of the deposited film. The molecular mean free path 







       (3.1) 
where d is the molecular diameter and P is the deposition pressure in the chamber. The 
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is 12.1 m for a molecule with an average diameter of 1 nm at 250 
oC and a deposition 
pressure of 10-6 Torr. The much greater mean free path than chamber length allows 
molecule a line of sight 
during deposition. The 
deposition rate is 
measured by a cooled 
quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM) 
placed near the source. 
The rate is controlled via a 
closed loop PID 
controller. When the 
desired rate is reached, the 
shutter opens, and 
deposition begins. The substrate holder is rotated to provide thickness uniformity (± 1 nm) 
across different samples. The advantage of thermal evaporation lies in constructing 
multilayer architectures and co-deposition of several small molecule organic 
semiconductor materials without concern of delamination or dissolution of previous layer. 
The high film uniformity across substrate as well as good run to run reproducibility are the 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of vacuum based thermal evaporator 
system. Source material is resistively heated in a tantalum 
doped tungsten boat. Vapor plume from the source material 
uniformly spreads as it moves away from the source and 





key features of this technique. The deposition system used in this thesis is an eight-source 
vacuum thermal evaporation chamber. The multiple sources provide facility for co-
depositing up to four materials. 
Other vacuum based thin film deposition methods are organic molecular beam 
deposition (OMBD),108,109,110,111 laser deposition,112,113 hot wall deposition,114,115 and 
organic vapor phase deposition (OVPD). 26–29 These techniques differ in terms of 
deposition pressure, method of heating (laser ablation in laser deposition), and the 
introduction of carrier gas for transportation of organic vapors (OVPD, hot wall 
deposition). 
3.1.2 Solution Based Deposition  
 There are several solution processing methods applied to organic semiconductors 
including inkjet printing,120–124 screen printing,125,126 solution casting,127 and spin 
coating.37,38,40,128,129 
At a laboratory 
scale, spin-coating 
is often applied to 
form thin films of 
materials whose 
molecular weight 
prevents the use of vacuum processing. The material of interest is dissolved in a solvent 
and dropped on a spinning substrate. The substrate is spun at high speed (>1000 rpm), and 
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the spin coating process. The solution is 
droped at the center of stage. As the stage is rotated the 
equilibrium between centripetal force and surface tension of the 
liquid, yields a uniform film. 
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the liquid uniformly distributes due to equilibrium between centripetal force and surface 
tension.130,131 This stage is followed by uniform evaporation of the solvent. Final thickness 
of the deposited film is controlled by the rotation speed, viscosity of the coating solution 
and concentration of deposited material in the solvent. 
3.2 Thin Film Characterization 
This section provides measurement techniques to probe optical properties in organic 
semiconductor thin films. 
3.2.1 Photoluminescence Efficiency 
The photoluminescence efficiency (
PL
) is the absolute quantum yield of light 






  (3.2) 
where 𝑘𝑅 and 𝑘𝑁𝑅 are the radiative and non-radiative decay rates of the exciton. 
Experimentally 
𝑃𝐿
 is measured as the ratio between number of photons emitted and 
number of photons absorbed by the sample. All the emission from the sample is collected 
by placing it in an integrating sphere with highly reflective coating. The number of photons 
absorbed by the sample is calculated by measuring the difference in integrated pump 
intensity with and without the presence of organic semiconductor film on quartz substrate. 
The pump wavelength must be selected to avoid overlap with emission spectra. The 
emission and pump spectra must be multiplied with wavelength and intensity correction 
factor of the instrument to ensure accurate account of photons. The 
𝑃𝐿
 can reach unity by 
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diluting the emissive species in a large energy gap host material. This action decreases non-
radiative decay rates due to reduction in phonon-mediated decay pathways.55 
3.2.2 Transient Photoluminescence  
Transient photoluminescence measurement is widely used in fluorescence 
spectroscopy to excited state decay. The lifetime () of the exciton can be generally defined 





 where kR and kNR are radiative and non-radiative decay rates respectively and kISC is the 
intersystem crossing rate from singlet to triplet excited state. For fluorescent materials, kISC 
= 0 and τ is on the order of 10-9 s. In phosphorescent materials, the rate of intersystem 
crossing (kISC ~10
9 s-1 to 1011 s-1) competes with radiative and non-radiative singlet decay 
rate.46,47 This results in an appreciable triplet population, which decays radiatively (k
R,T
) as 
phosphorescence or non-radiatively (kNR,T) to the ground state. Since triplet states require 
spin-orbit coupling to decay radiatively to the ground state, the decay is much slower than 
for singlets. The singlet exciton lifetime can be measured using time correlated single 
photon counting (TCSPC). For the work in this thesis, TCSPC is carried out using a high 
repetition rate picosecond or femtosecond light source and a highly sensitive avalanche 
photodiode or high-speed photomultiplier tube. In TCSPC, the conditions are adjusted to 
detect less than 1 photon per excitation pulse, in fact the photon count rate is 1 photon per 
100 excitation pulse.132 The arrival time of the emitted photon from the film after excitation 
pulse is stored in a histogram. When less than 1 photon is detected per excitation pulse, the 
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histogram represents the optical decay of the excited state. The measurement of time 
difference is recorded using a constant function discriminator and time to amplitude 
convertor. The measured intensity decay is a convolution with the instrument response 
function (IRF). The IRF represent the shortest time profile that can be measured by the 
instrument. It is the response of the instrument to zero lifetime sample, which is typically 
collected through a roughened glass substrate or colloidal silica.  
In this work, exciton lifetimes >20 ns are measured using a nitrogen laser at a 
wavelength of λ = 337 nm which provides ~ 1 ns pulse width. The repetition rate of the 
laser can also be driven externally using a pulse generator. The photoluminescence 
transients are recorded with an amplified silicon photodetector attached to a fast 
oscilloscope for read-out. 
3.2.3 Film Thickness and Optical Constants  
Optical constants and film thickness are the two key parameters that are required 
for optimizing organic semiconductor thin film architectures. It is generally extracted using 
ellipsometry which measures changes the change in light polarization as it reflects from a 
film. The polarization change is quantified by an amplitude ratio , and a phase difference 
, using a common ellipsometry parameter 𝜌 defined as the ratio of the complex Fresnel 
reflection coefficient (𝑅) between p and s polarized light: 
𝜌 =  
𝑅𝑝
𝑅𝑠
= tan() 𝑒𝑖∆  (3.4) 
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The incident light is 
linear for both s-polarized 
and p-polarized 
component of incident 
light. The thickness of the 
thin film is determined 
from the interference 
between light reflecting 
from the surface and light travelling through the entire film and returning to the surface. 
The resultant interference contains information about both phase and amplitude. The phase 
information is very sensitive to the film thickness with a sensitivity of sub-monolayer 
thickness. The typical range of thickness measurement ranges from sub-nanometer to sub-
microns. The interference oscillation for film thicknesses greater than one micron is 
difficult to resolve and thus requires other techniques for measurement. To extract film 
thickness, a model is constructed to describe the sample. The most common model for 
isotropic, non-absorbing films uses Cauchy’s equation for the dispersion of refractive index 
with wavelength: 







This in turn can be used to calculate film thickness by fitting experimental data. The best 
result for the fit must corresponds to the lowest mean squared error (MSE). To fit optical 
constants, the film thickness is fixed, and the model is varied to iteratively fit n and k at 
Figure 3.3 Diagram illustrating common ellipsometer 
configuration, rotating analyzer (RAE), polarizer, detector, 




each wavelength to produce the measured signal. In this thesis, optical constants and film 
thickness are collected using a Woollam VASE VB-400 ellipsometer with an autoretarder. 
 
3.3 Organic photovoltaic devices 
OPVs are constructed by forming heterojunction between energetically two 
dissimilar small organic semiconductor molecules or polymers. Figure 3.4a shows bilayer 
architecture in its simplest form, consisting of two organic layers sandwiched between 
transparent conducting anode, usually indium-tin-oxide (ITO) deposited on glass substrate, 
and metallic cathode, generally aluminum or silver. Figure 3.4b illustrates the working 
mechanism for an OPV. When the device is illuminated from the ITO side, excitons are 
Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic representation of device architecture for a conventional bilayer 
OPV. (b) Energy level diagram for an OPV. Incident photons are absorbed with an 
efficiency, ηA, generating excitons. Excitons diffuse to the D-A interface, characterized by 
diffusion efficiency (ηD). At the heterointerface, excitons dissociate to form CT state 
between donor and acceptor molecules. The CT state then separates into charges with an 
efficiency (ηCS). These charges are collected at their respective electrodes with an 






generated in donor and acceptor layer with an absorption efficiency ηA(), which depends 
on the absorption coefficient of the material at the wavelength of incident photon and 
thickness of the layer. The photogenerated excitons then diffuse towards donor-acceptor 
hetero-interface, characterized by diffusion efficiency (ηD), which depends on the exciton 
LD of the two material. Upon reaching the D-A interface, the electron is transferred from 
the LUMO of the donor to the LUMO of the acceptor with an efficiency ηCT, forming an 
intermediate coulombically bound CT state. If the HOMO-LUMO offset between donor 
and acceptor layer is greater than the binding energy of exciton, the process is exothermic 
and occurs at time scale 10-9-10-12 s and is generally assumed to be 100%.133 The CT state 
separates into free charges, dictated by the charge separation efficiency (ηCS). The ηCS 
depends upon the built-in electric field and thermal energy.134,135 
 The free charges are finally collected at respective electrodes, determined by the 
charge collection efficiency (ηCC). The product of five efficiencies determines the device 
external quantum efficiency (ηEQE) which is the ratio between number of charges collected at 





(λ)  ×  
D
( 𝐿𝐷) × C𝑇(𝑉) × CS
(𝑉) × 
CC
( 𝑉) (3.6) 
The key limitation in organic photovoltaic device is a trade-off between exciton LD (~10 
nm) and the optical absorption length (~100 nm).2,75,78 Many of the photogenerated 
excitons will not reach the heterointerface to generate current. Indeed, state-of-the-art 
OPVs have overcome this trade-off and realize high efficiency through the use of a bulk 
heterojunction (BHJ) architecture where donor and acceptor materials are blended in a 
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single layer.40,136,137 While this approach circumvents the short exciton diffusion length 
(LD) by increasing the area of the dissociating donor-acceptor interface, it has presented 
new challenges in engineering morphology for efficient exciton and charge transport.  
Several works have also attempted to directly increase the value of LD via molecular 
design and morphology engineering.138–145 In fact, anisotropic exciton diffusion is observed 
in polymer chromophores to be 100 times faster along co-facial 𝜋- 𝜋 aggregates than in the 
lateral direction between aggregates. Significant enhancement in exciton diffusivity is 
achieved by increasing the molecular weight of polymer chromophore which increases 
chain aggregation and exciton delocalization.145 Similarly, molecular modification by 
adding steric bulk in small molecules leads to enhancement in singlet LD, originating from 
gains in the Förster radius for energy transfer.140 
Indeed, the largest values of LD have been realized in large-grained polycrystalline 
thin films and molecular crystals.75,89,146–149 While at the same time it is non-trivial because 
there are a certain range of angles along which exciton hopping is maximized and thus it 
is difficult to say whether increase crystallinity will improve LD.
150–154 There also has been 
a wide variety of work measuring LD in oligocene single crystals, however their 
implementation in OPVs has been limited.148 Nevertheless, the crystalline order in OPV 
design can be introduced through the engineering of polycrystalline films via thermal 
annealing. In fact, large grain size can approach limit for single crystalline films.146 The 
critical factor determining LD in these films is the non-radiative quenching at the grain 
boundaries which is orders of magnitude larger than those present in single crystals.75,146 
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In spite of the fact that the introduction of crystallinity through thermal annealing improves 
LD, it is not a general trend.
150–153 Incorporation of organic semiconductor nanofibers 
comprising of crystalline core and segmented corona have recently emerged as a possible 
route to achieve LD similar to molecular crystals. Self-assembly of molecular aggregates 
and conjugated polymers in solution has been shown as a promising method to achieve 
core-corona nanofibers.149,155 Prior work has also demonstrated how variations in 
intermolecular separation can lead to increases in the LD by optimizing the various 
parameters responsible for dipole-mediated Fӧrster energy transfer.90,156 
Many researchers in the field have also noted of a potential opportunity in enhancing 
LD through the utilization of long-lived triplet excitons. The photogenerated singlet 
excitons can be converted to triplet excitons through the incorporation of phosphorescent 
sensitizer into the active layer.157–160 Indeed, triplet diffusion lengths >100 nm have been 
reported for several organic semiconductor materials.78 However, frequently different 
values of the triplet LD have been published for the same material (Table 3.1). Different 
Material L
D
 (nm) Method Phase 









CBP 8.3–300 Remote sensing in LED 
configuration,165–167 PL quenching,168 
photocurrent169 
Amorphous 





values arise from different measurement techniques and the underlying assumptions of 
them. In Chapter 5 of this thesis various photoluminescence and charge-carrier based 
exciton LD measurements are described. In Chapter 6, the limitation of these techniques in 
accurately measuring dark triplet LD are mentioned and a novel sensitizer-based 
methodology to accurately to probe dark triplet LD is demonstrated for several archetypical 
organic semiconductor materials. 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter, deposition techniques for fabricating organic semiconductor thin 
films are presented. The key optical properties for characterizing excited state behavior in 
fabricated thin films are explored. The chapter also investigated the factors that determine 
the component efficiencies of the photoconversion process in an OPV. Several device 
designs to overcome the trade-off between exciton diffusion and optical absorption length 
are discussed. The necessity for accurate probe of dark long-lived triplet excitons is 
recognized. The techniques and concepts introduced here will be used in later chapter for 









4  Experimental Probes and Theoretical 
Modeling of Exciton Diffusion 
The previous chapter discussed about the importance of exciton diffusion as the key 
bottleneck limiting the photoconversion efficiency in an OPV. As such, it is critically 
important to accurately characterize the magnitude of LD in order to gain control over 
material selection as well as device architecture to optimize diffusion and yield a more 
efficient device. Here, a summary of different techniques for probing LD are presented, and 
broadly characterized as photoluminescence-based or charge carrier-based. In addition to 
presenting methods for extracting LD, the constraints of each technique will also be 
considered. 
4.1 Optical Transfer Matrix Formalism and Exciton Diffusion 
Modelling 
This section focuses on modeling short-circuit photocurrent spectra of an organic thin 
film photovoltaic device. In a conventional silicon photovoltaic cell where film thickness 
is much greater than wavelength of light, it is a common practice to assume an exponential 
decay of optical intensity along the direction of propagation. However, the overall 
thickness is ~100 nm for OPVs, and interference effects become important. 
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The optical transfer matrix model by Pettersson et al.170 is commonly used to take into 
account the distribution of exciting optical electric field intensity inside the thin film 
structure. The model employs an optical transfer matrix approach to solve for the reflection 
and transmission coefficient of the electromagnetic field in a multilayer structure. The 
model assumes that the layers are isotropic, homogeneous and parallel-flat interfaces such 
that the incident light at the device can be described by plane waves. The 2×2 scattering 
matrices are used to describe the plane wave incident on a multilayer structure having m 
layers between a semi-infinite transparent ambient and a semi-infinite substrate (Fig. 3.4). 










− ]   (4.1) 
Figure 4.1 Generalized multilayer structure having m layers between semi-infinite 
transparent substrate and ambient. Each layer is described by thickness dj and complex 
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], 𝑟𝑗𝑘 and 𝑡𝑗𝑘 are Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficient at 










is the layer thickness, 𝑞𝑗 = ?̃?𝑗 cos(𝜙𝑗), the complex index of refraction ?̃?𝑗=𝜂𝑗 + 𝑖𝜅𝑗 is a 
function of wavelength of incident light and 𝜙𝑗 is the angle of refraction in layer j. The 









where the absorption coefficient 𝛼𝑗= 
4𝜋 𝜅𝑗
𝜆
, c is the speed of light, 𝜖𝑜 is the permittivity of 




 is the modulus square of 
electric field in layer j. The transport of photogenerated excitons in active layer is given by 













where 𝑛 is the exciton density, 𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient, 𝜏 is the mean exciton lifetime, 
𝜃1is the quantum efficiency of exciton generation, ℎ𝜈 is the excitation energy of the 
incident light. The first term represents exciton diffusion, second term is the exciton 
recombination, and third term represents exciton generation rate. Equation 3.9 is solved by 
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specifying the boundary at two interfaces. At the heterojunction between donor and 
acceptor layer the boundary condition is 𝑛 = 0 at x=𝑑𝑗 for donor layer and x=0 for acceptor 
layer represent dissociation excitons reaching the interface. The short circuit photocurrent 
for donor layer is given as 𝐽𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 = 𝑞 𝜃2 𝐷 
𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑥
|𝑥=𝑑𝑗 , while photocurrent for acceptor layer 
is given by 𝐽𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜 = 𝑞 𝜃2 𝐷 
𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑥
|𝑥=0, 𝑞 is the electron charge and 𝜃2 is the exciton 
dissociation efficiency at the interface. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of a 
photovoltaic device described as the ratio between number of charge carriers contributing 
to photocurrent and the number of incident photon is given as:  
𝐸𝑄𝐸 (%) = 1240 ×  
𝐽𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜
𝜆 𝐼𝑜
  (4.5) 
where 𝐼𝑜 is the intensity and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the incident light. The readers are 
referred to the detailed code implementing the transfer matrix model in Appendix G. 
4.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo Formalism 
A Kinetic Monte Carlo formalism is employed in solving the exciton diffusion 
equation when the interfacial boundary conditions for excitons are unknown. The KMC 
resolves the unknown boundary condition by using the known imbalance in energy transfer 
rates.86,156,171 The block diagram representing KMC formalism is show in Fig 4.2a. This 
approach divides each layer of the architecture into bins that are 1 nm thick. Each bin is 
assigned a set of local generation, energy transfer, and natural decay rates for the various 
events that can affect the exciton during its lifetime. Generation rates are calculated using 




 Figure 4.2 (a) Block diagram representation of the algorithm used to simulate the time 
evolution of the exciton density using a Kinetic Monte Carlo formalism. (b) 
Photoluminescence ratio fitting (quenched film PL divided by unquenched film PL) of 
C545T using both Kinetic Monte Carlo and analytical models of exciton diffusion. The 




generation are then weighted by the bin populations. For each bin k, a cumulative function 
(Cnk) then sums all the rates from all n possible operations. The CnN, then sums the 
cumulative sum (Cnk) from all N bins in the system. A random number between 0 and CnN 
then selects a bin, such that the probability to select a bin k is proportional to Cnk. For each 
selected bin k, a random number between 0 and Cnk
 selects a operation to be carried out. 
The operation is then performed for the selected bin and the exciton population is updated. 
Following this a random number is generated to update the time. This cycle repeats untill 
the simulation time is less than the goal time. The goal time in the KMC model is 
determined by the time the KMC simulation takes to reach steady state. The convergence 
to steady state is checked by assigning different initial bin populations and monitoring the 
rate of change in bin population as a function of time. It has been found that the simulation 
reaches steady state within 100 exciton lifetimes. The KMC model used in this thesis has 
been verified with experimental data and an analytical model 170 for diffusion in a single 
layer of 2,3,6,7-tetrahydro-1,1,7,7, tetramethyl-1H,5H,11H- 10(2-benzothiazolyl) 
quinolizine[9,9a,1gh] coumarin (C545T) with 1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatriphenylene 
hexacarbonitrile (HATCN) as an adjacent quencher (Fig. 4.2b).  
4.3 Photoluminescence Based Diffusion Length Measurement 
4.3.1 Thickness Dependent Photoluminescence Quenching  
Thickness dependent photoluminescence (PL) quenching measurements are used 
to experimentally measure the exciton diffusion length (LD) in luminescent films.
90,172 The 
general scheme for this measurement is shown in Fig. 4.3a. Excitons are optically 
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generated in the 
luminescent film 
with and without the 
presence of an 
adjacent quenching 
layer (electron or 
hole accepting 
material). Generated 
excitons that reach 
the quencher, as 
determined by its 
characteristic LD are 
dissociated, thereby 
decreasing the PL. 
Figure 4.3b shows the schematic of energy level diagram for an archetypical donor tris-(8-
hydroxyquinoline)aluminum (Alq3) and quencher HATCN. The PL is collected as a 
function of the luminescent film thickness both with and without the presence of quencher. 
Using PL spectra, an experimental PL ratio is constructed by dividing the integrated PL 
from the quenched sample (PLQ) and unquenched sample (PLUQ) (Fig. 4.3 c) as: 







   (4.6) 
Figure 4.3 (a) Schematic of the PL quenching technique for the 
measurement of LD. (b) Energy level diagram for an 
archetypical donor molecule Alq3 and quencher HATCN. (c) 
Representative photoluminescence spectra of quenched and 
unquenched sample of Alq3. (d) Experimental and fitted PL 





The PL ratio can then be modeled by integrating the exciton densities in each film 
calculated by solving standard diffusion equation Eq. 4.4 with the boundary condition 
between the luminescent film and quencher interface is 𝑛 = 0 at x = 0 which represents 
dissociation of excitons reaching the interface. While the boundary conditions between 
luminescent film and exciton blocking layer or air is 
𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑥
= 0 at x = 𝑑, representing 
reflecting interface for excitons. In general, as the thickness of the luminescent film 
increases, a smaller percentage of optically generated excitons can reach the interface and 
be quenched, leading to a larger PL ratio. Iterative fitting is used to fit the experimentally 
measured PL ratios to extract LD. For Alq3, an LD of (5.9 ± 0.6) nm is extracted from the 
measurement (Fig. 4.3 d).  
4.3.2 Spectrally Resolved Photoluminescence Quenching  
Spectrally resolved photoluminescence quenching (SRPLQ) instead employs a 
variation in pump wavelength for a given emission wavelength of a luminescent film.146,173–
175 This method allows the use of single thick film to extract LD as compared to thickness 
dependent PL quenching. The spatial variation in the exciton distribution inside the film 
corresponds to the optical constants measured using ellipsometer. The PL ratio is calculated 
by measuring the PL intensity of the sample in the presence of quencher divided by the PL 
intensity without a quencher for a given emission wavelength (Fig. 4.4). SRPLQ can 





4.3.3 Transient Photoluminescence Quenching 
Transient photoluminescence quenching measurement employs recording the PL 
decay from luminescence film in time-domain instead of steady-state output from the film. 
The transient PL approach is less sensitive to variations in luminescent intensity from the 
sample since the decay curve can be normalized to its maximum value. It can also offer 
additional insight into exciton dynamics that are not accessible from a steady state PL 
quenching measurement alone. The measurement is conducted in either in bilayer177–180 or 
bulk quenching architectures.153,181–184 In a bilayer architecture, the PL decay is recorded 
from quenched and unquenched sample for various layer thickness. The PL intensity at 
time t is proportional to the exciton density integrated over the thickness of the film. The 
exciton D is extracted by solving standard diffusion equation 4.4 in transient regime for the 
Figure 4.4 (a) Representative photoluminescence spectra of quenched and 





quenched film, where τ is determined from the unquenched sample. The generation term 
in diffusion equation is given by g(x) 𝛿 (𝑡 − 𝑡0) where 𝛿 is a delta type function and g(x) 
is determined from optical transfer matrix model. In bulk quenching architecture, 
luminescent material is blended with a small amount of quencher (0-10 wt.%). The PL 
decay is recorded for blended sample for various layer quencher concentration. The relative 
quenching efficiency is determined by integrating time-resolved PL for the blend and 
pristine organic semiconductor films respectively. The PL decay can be analyzed using 
Monte Carlo simulation153,161,185 or Stern-Volmer model132,185. 
4.3.4 Photoluminescence Imaging 
Photoluminescence imaging involves direct observation of exciton motion by 
imaging PL in both steady-state and transient regimes.186–188 The method involves focusing 
a collimated laser beam through a microscope objecting lens unto the sample (Fig. 4.5). 
The PL from the excitons diffusing away from the excitation spot is spatially mapped using 
streak camera or single photon counting detecting avalanche photodiode. The image from 
the sample is then mapped to time-dependent exciton density as a function of position, 
convoluted with point spread function (PSF) of the imaging optics. The technique cannot 
resolve LD greater than the spatial resolution of the imaging optics. Due to recent 
development in imaging optics this limit has been reduced to ~ 250 nm.186 The technique 
is ideal for measuring exciton diffusion in single crystals or polycrystalline films of organic 
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semiconductors where long LD observed. 
Additionally, temporal domain direct 
imaging can reveal information about the 
effect of morphology on time evolution 
of diffusivity.188 This technique also 
requires the material to be emissive, 
however it can also map dark triplet 
excitons in endothermic singlet fission 
materials, where delayed fluorescence 
due to triplet-triplet annihilation is 
detected as a function of time. The delay 
fluorescence image is modelled using the 
diffusion equation with annihilation 
term. 
4.3.5 Transient Absorption Microscopy 
Femtosecond transient absorption microscopy (TAM) employs direct imaging of 
singlet and triplet population in both space and time.189–194 The singlet and triplet 
absorption transition peaks are first identified by performing polarization-dependent 
transient absorption spectroscopy. Exciton transport is then imaged by fixing the pump 
beam while the probe beam is scanned relative to the pump (Fig. 4.6). Different probe 
beams are selected to pump singlet and triplet states. The spatial distribution of the 
Figure 4.5 Experimental setup for exciton 
diffusion length measurement using 
photoluminescence imaging. (Reused by 
permission from American Physical Society 
Publishing: Physical Review Letters ref. 




differential transmission (T) of the 
probe beam signal is then measured as 
a function of pump-probe delay times. 
The measurement of exciton LD is 
limited by the spatial resolution of 
TAM which is the smallest 
measurable change in the excited-
state population profile and not 
directly by the diffraction limit. The 
measurement take place at high photon flux which requires considering various 
bimolecular recombination rate such as triplet-triplet annihilation, singlet-triplet 
annihilation, and triplet-triplet fusion.  
4.3.6 Transient Exciton-Exciton Annihilation  
The exciton LD can also be extracted by studying exciton-exciton annihilation event 
as a function of pump intensity. The annihilation rate constant depends upon excitation 
intensity and diffusivity of excitons. The annihilation rate constant () and exciton lifetime 
() can be extracted from transient PL decay180,195,196 or transient absorption curve197,198. 
For an isotropic diffusion and excition-exciton annihilation, the diffusivity (D) can be 
related to  using Smoluchowski equation:199 
𝛾 = 4𝜋𝑅𝑎𝐷 (1 +
𝑅𝑎
√2𝜋𝐷𝑡
 ) ) (4.7) 
Figure 4.6 Generalized scheme for measuring 
exciton diffusion using transient absorption 
microscopy. Exciton diffusion is mapped by 
fixing the pump beam and spatially mapping 
the transmission from probe beam as a function 




where 𝑅𝑎 is the annihilation radius. It is difficult to measure it experimentally and often 
takes value as average intermolecular spacing assuming a simple cubic lattice. 
4.3.7 Measurement in OLED Configuration 
Exciton LD can also 
be measured in an OLED 
through the use of an 
appropriate structure.162–
164,167,200 The exciton in the 
material of interest is 
electrically generation and 
confined to a thin layer 
adjacent to either hole or 
electron blocking layer. The 
excitons that diffuse through 
the host layer (spacer) can then be detected using a phosphorescent or fluorescent sensing 
layer positioned at different distance from the generation zone (Fig. 4.7). The triplet or 
singlet exciton density within the material of interest is measured by recording 
phosphorescence or fluorescence from the sensitizer as function of distance (L) from the 
recombination zone. The profile is then modelled to fit for exciton LD. This measurement 
requires taking into account cavity effects on the outcoupling efficiency of the sensitizer, 
direct generation of excitons in the sensing layer, and boundary conditions at sensitizer and 
Figure 4.7 The OLED layer stack for measuring exciton 
diffusion length in electron transport layer. The excitons 
are generated in a thin layer adjacent to hole transport 
layer (HTL)and electron transport layer (ETL). The 
excitons that diffuse through the ETL (material of 
interest) can then be detected using a phosphorescent or 
fluorescent sensing layer positioned at different distance 




spacer layer. It is difficult to evaluate the effect of bimolecular quenching rates such as 
triplet-triplet annihilation and triplet polaron annihilation in this measurement. 
4.4 Charge Carrier Based Diffusion Length Measurement 
4.4.1 Photocurrent Based Measurement 
A photocurrent based measurement is often used to measure exciton LD for non-
luminescent materials.158,159,169,201–206 In these measurements, a material of interest is 
incorporated in a bilayer OPV architecture as a donor or acceptor layer and the device 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 
is fit for LD using an optical interference model and solution to the diffusion equation 
(Section 4.1). Recall from Chapter 3, that the 
EQE 
is a product of five efficiencies 
representing the steps of photoconversion. While good fits to the experimental data are 
often achieved using this measurement, the analysis requires assumptions about the charge 
separation 
CS
 and collection 
CC




 are naively 
assumed to be unity, the fitting algorithm will incorporate photogenerated charge carrier 
losses into 
D
 and thus underestimate extracted LD. Separate device-based methods can be 
used to measure these efficiencies. Chapter 9 of this thesis introduces a photocurrent ratio 
methodology which overcomes the limitation of conventional 𝜂
𝐸𝑄𝐸
 based measurement. 
4.4.2 Photovoltage Measurement 
The LD can also be determined by measuring photovoltage in an OPV at open-
circuit.207,208 In a bilayer OPV, photogenerated excitons diffuse towards a D-A interface 
consistent with the LD of the material, forming an interfacial CT state. The resultant CT 
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state is dissociated to generate free charge carriers which occupy sites of disparate potential 
energy, producing a measurable photovoltage. In this measurement, the device is held at 
open-circuit and first illuminated at a select wavelength for photogeneration of excitons in 
donor or acceptor layer (Fig 4.8b). The photovoltage is recorded until a steady-state voltage 
is reached (Fig. 4.8c). Then, simultaneously, the illumination is turned off and the device 
Figure 4.8 (a) Architecture for the planar heterojunction OPV based on the donor-
acceptor pairing of CuPc-C60. (b) Comparison of the extinction coefficients for CuPc 
and C60 as well as the spectrum of the LED pulse (λpeak=735 nm) used to pump CuPc. 
(c) Photovoltage rises recorded when pumping CuPc with the λ=735 nm LED at 
intensities of 62.7 mW cm−2 (black), 100.4 mW cm−2 (red) and 142.8 mW cm−2 (blue). 
(d) Relationship between charge carriers and voltage in the CuPc-C60 device obtained 
using the charge extraction method and an exponential fit to the data. The error bars 
represent the standard deviation across eight devices. (e) Simulated ηAηD curves for three 
CuPc LD values with a constant C60 LD of 12.1 nm compared with the time integrated 
LED pump spectrum. (f) Comparison of the predicted number of charge carriers 
generated (for multiple values of the CuPc LD) to the photovoltage-based measurement 
(horizontal line). The VOC (in millivolts) that would be measured for the corresponding 
number of charge carriers is labelled for each bar. (Reused from Springer nature: nature 





is switched to short-circuit recording resultant current transient. The integral of the current 
transient yields the number of charge carriers stored in the OPV, determining the 
relationship between the number of carriers and the photovoltage (Fig. 4.8d). The 
measurement is recorded as a function of illumination intensity resulting in a linear 
relationship between number of photogenerated excitons, free charge carriers and 
magnitude of photovoltage.209–211 Non-geminate recombination is insignificant in 
comparison to charge collected using current transient, which results in unity 
CC
. The LD 
can be extracted by modeling 
A
 as a function of wavelength using optical transfer matrix 
formalism and 
D
 of the device using standard exciton diffusion equation (Eq. 4.4, Fig. 
4.8e). The number of carriers that would be generated from exciton dissociation (ngen) as a 
function of LD is given by: 
𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛 = ∫ 𝜂𝐴(𝜆) 𝜂𝐷(𝜆, 𝐿𝐷)𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝜆)𝑑𝜆  (4.8) 
where Pinc is the number of incident photons. The values of LD are then iterated to match 
ngen with measured number of charge carriers (Fig. 4.8f). In this measurement, the extracted 
LD will be an underestimate if CS is non-unity due to rapid geminate recombination of CT 
state. This measurement does not account for loss due to exciton-polaron quenching. 
4.4.3 Microwave Spectroscopy 
Time-resolved microwave conductivity is an electrode-less technique that measures 
the time dependent change in reflected power from a microwave cavity, inside of which a 
bilayer architecture of the material of interest and the quenching medium is located.212–217 
A variation in reflected power results from a change in conductivity of the quenching film 
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which depends upon number of photogenerated charge carriers, and hence LD. The 
measurement is insensitive to charge carrier collection losses, however it requires a 
quenching medium, often TiO2, to be more conductive than organic semiconductor film. 
The technique can probe non-emissive materials and is insensitive to non-geminate 
recombination losses, however rapid geminate recombination affects measured LD. 
Furthermore, the degree of geminate recombination will be different for TiO2 than an 
acceptor used in an OPV. 
4.4.4 Surface Photoconductivity 
Surface photoconductivity measurements can used to determine exciton LD in 
single crystals.147 In this measurement, the change in surface conductivity results from 
dissociation of photogenerated excitons diffusing to the surface from the bulk. The surface 
conductivity is measured by depositing electrodes on top of the surface of single crystal. 
At the surface, excitons can dissociate either through surface defects or in the presence of 
a quenching material. Photocurrent excitation spectra is collected as function of 
wavelength and polarization angle. The polarization angle is defined as the angle between 
linearly polarized light and high mobility axis of single crystal. Changing the polarization 
angle results in periodic variation in surface conductivity due to the angular dependence of 
absorption coefficient. The relative amplitude of the photoconductivity variation is then fit 
to obtain LD. Longer LD will overcome variable absorption length and show smaller 





In this chapter, exciton diffusion modelling techniques used in this thesis are presented. 
Different PL-based and charge-based techniques for LD are reviewed. While PL-based 
techniques probe excitons which fail to reach a dissociating interface, charge carrier-based 
techniques probe the number of excitons which are successfully dissociated at a D-A to 
extract exciton LD. In addition to presenting the method for extracting LD, the constraints 

















5 Measurement of Triplet Diffusion Length 
in Organic Semiconductor Thin Films 
This chapter is a summary and extension of published work in journal of materials 
chemistry C entitled “Measurement of the Triplet Exciton Diffusion Length in Organic 
Semiconductors.”218 This work is supported by National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Electronics, Photonics and Magnetic Devices under ECCS-1509121. The author 
acknowledges C. Clark for X-ray diffraction measurements of as-grown thin films of active 
materials.  
5.1 Background 
Chapter 3 discussed in detail the critical role of exciton transport in an organic 
photovoltaic cell and the importance of enhancing LD through the utilization of long-lived 
triplet excitons. Several methodologies to probe exciton migration were discussed in 
Chapter 4, however direct probing of exciton migration using photoluminescence-based 
measurements cannot be applied due to non-emissive nature of triplet excitons. Frequently, 
device-based measurements are used to indirectly probe triplet diffusion via the byproducts 
of their dissociation in an OPV or by transfer to a luminescent species. Specifically, these 
include the fitting of external quantum efficiency spectra in OPVs,158,159,201,205,206 
photovoltage measurements,207,208,219 photoconductivity measurements,147 microwave 
spectroscopy,220–222 and a variety of measurements in OLED configurations.162–164,167,200 
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While capable of yielding a value for the exciton diffusion length (LD), device-based 
methods can be limited in their ability to measure the intrinsic value of LD due to unknown 
recombination losses or interfacial energy transfer rates.206 Further, the roles of triplet-
triplet annihilation, triplet-polaron quenching, exciton formation zone migration, and the 
contribution from singlet diffusion are also difficult to evaluate. Consequently, there is 
frequently disagreement among different methods of measurement for the triplet LD. While 
non-device-based methods ultrafast transient absorption microscopy (TAM)189,190,223 are 
capable of probing the intrinsic diffusion length of both non-radiative triplets as well as 
mobile singlets excitons, however, the measurement takes place at high photon flux which 
requires taking into account various bimolecular recombination rate such as triplet-triplet 
annihilation, singlet-triplet quenching, and triplet-triplet fusion. It is for these reasons that 
the direct probing of non-radiative triplets using a phosphorescent sensitizer161,168 is of 
particular interest, due to its ability to distinguish between singlet and triplet transport, as 
well as prevent bimolecular triplet quenching mechanisms. However, in this method, the 
quenching efficiency of triplet excitons by the phosphorescent sensitizer is seldom known 
quantitatively, and hence can cause inaccuracy in reported values. Here, we develop a 
methodology to resolve this issue and apply the technique to extract the triplet LD for a 
variety of materials. 
5.2 Phosphorescent Sensitizer-Based Methodology 
Figure 5.1a shows a phosphorescent sensitizer-based methodology for measuring dark 
triplet excitons in organic semiconductor thin films. Singlet excitons are optically 
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generated in a thin phosphorescent injection layer which undergoes rapid intersystem 
crossing due to spin-orbit coupling.224 The resulting triplets are injected directly into the 
















ET = 2.3 eV
Alq3
ET = 2.0 eV
BAlq
ET = 2.2 eV
Figure 5.1 (a) A generalized scheme for probing the diffusion length of non-radiative 
triplet excitons in organic semiconductor thin films. Excitons are injected into the 
transport layer by energy transfer from an adjacent phosphorescent injection layer. 
Excitons diffuse through the material of interest (transport layer) before undergoing 
energy transfer to the phosphorescent sensitizer layer. The triplet energy levels of the 
three layers are selected to ensure downhill energy transfer from the injection layer to the 
sensitizer layer. (b) Molecular structure and triplet energy (ET) of three archetypical 




transfer from the injection layer to the singlet level of the transport layer being frustrated 
by its endothermicity.225 Triplet excitons that diffuse through the full thickness of the 
transport layer may undergo energy transfer to a low-energy phosphorescent sensitizer 
layer, leading to measurable photoluminescence.161,226 Exciton diffusion in the transport 
material is therefore characterized by a transport efficiency (𝜂𝑇), defined as the ratio of the 
exciton collection rate by the sensitizer and the exciton injection rate into the transport 
layer. Experimentally, 𝜂𝑇 is calculated based on the reduction (increase) of 
photoluminescence (PL) from the injector (sensitizer) in the presence of the transport layer 









𝑃𝐿  (5.1) 
In Eq. (5.1), 𝜂𝐼𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑃𝐿  and 𝜂𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟
𝑃𝐿  are the outcoupled PL efficiencies of the injector 
and sensitizer layers. The outcoupled PL efficiencies are determined experimentally as 
discussed in the Appendix D. 
In Eq. (5.1), the assumption is made that any changes in PL from the injector and 
sensitizer layers come from the transport of excitons through the material of interest. For 
this to be accurate, the short-range quenching of excitons in the material of interest by the 
sensitizer must be efficient. Without knowledge of the quenching efficiency, the extracted 
LD may not reflect the intrinsic behavior of the material. Here, we extract the transfer rate 
(kQ) from the transport layer to the phosphorescent sensitizer by varying the concentration 
of the sensitizer in a non-quenching host. In this way, the number of quenching sites (and 
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the quenching efficiency) at the interface is also varied in a predictable manner. Increasing 
the sensitizer concentration leads to a concomitant increase in T until the quenching 
efficiency reaches unity. 
In this chapter, 𝜂𝑇 is measured as function of thickness in order to track the injected 
triplet exciton density reaching the sensitizer layer. In parallel, measurements of 𝜂𝑇 as a 
function of sensitizer concentration are used to extract kQ and determine an appropriate 
boundary condition for the exciton density. A kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) formalism 
described in previous chapter 4 is used to model the dependence of 𝜂𝑇 and extract the triplet 
diffusion length of the transport layer.171,227 The injected triplet exciton density in the 
transport layer is kept small (~1015 cm-3) to avoid triplet-triplet annihilation.228 The triplet 
diffusion length is probed in thin films of the archetypical organic semiconductors N,N′-
di(1-naphthyl)-N,N′-diphenyl-(1,1′-biphenyl)-4,4′-diamine (NPD), tris-(8-
hydroxyquinoline)aluminum (Alq3) and bis-(8-hydroxy-2-methylquinoline)-(4-
phenylphenoxy)aluminum (BAlq). The method is validated against thickness dependent 
photoluminescence quenching measurements for singlet exciton diffusion in both Alq3 and 
C545T.  
5.3 Experimental Details 
All thin films are deposited using vacuum thermal sublimation (base pressure <7x10-
7 Torr) at a total rate of 0.1 nm s-1 on glass substrates. Substrates are pre-cleaned by 
sequentially sonicating in tergitol solution, deionized water, and acetone, followed by 
rinsing in isopropanol. Material optical constants and film thicknesses are measured using 
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a J. A. Woollam variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (Cauchy model). Active 
materials of N, N’-di-1- naphthalenyl-N,N’-diphenyl [1,1’:4’,1’’:4’’,1’’’-quaterphenyl]-
4,4’’’-diamine (4P-NPB), tris[2-phenylpyridinato-C2,N]iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)3), tris(4-
carbazoyl-9-ylphenyl)amine (TCTA), 1,3-Bis(N-carbazolyl)benzene (mCP), NPD, C545T 
and Alq3 are purchased from Luminescence Technology Corporation; BAlq is purchased 
from Sigma Aldrich, and platinum octaethylporphyrin (PtOEP) and platinum tetra-phenyl-
tetra-benzo-porphyrin (PtTPTBP)229,230 is purchased from Frontier Scientific. The 
HATCN231 is used as a quencher for measuring the singlet LD of Alq3 and C545T is 
purchased from Luminescence Technology Corporation. In this work, the quenching 
efficiency of HATCN is assumed to unity, due to its favorable energy offset for electron 





transfer.232 Photoluminescence spectra are measured under N2 purge using a Photon 
Technology International QuantaMaster 400 Fluorometer equipped with a photomultiplier 
detection system. Samples are excited at an angle of 70o to sample normal using a 
monochromatic Xe lamp. The incident light intensity is measured using a S2281 silicon 
photodiode with a mask of 0.36 cm2 area. To check for the presence of triplet-triplet 
annihilation in our measurements, PL spectra are collected at two different pump intensities 
using a neutral density filter (OD = 0.5). The experimental data is fitted using a non-linear 
least squares methodology where fit error in the calculation of LD represents a 95% 
confidence interval. To detect any crystallinity in the transport layers, X-ray diffraction 
measurements are carried out at an incident angle of 8 degrees, while samples are scanned 
using a 2D detector which spans from 2θ =1 degree to 53 degrees. Triplet energy levels 
for Ir(ppy)3 and the sensitizer molecules are determined from room temperature 
phosphorescence spectra. All other triplet energy levels referenced in this work are 
determined using the first peak of the phosphorescence taken from literature. 164,233,234 
5.4 Methodology Validation 
To demonstrate the validity of the phosphorescent sensitizer-based technique, the 
method is first applied to measure the singlet diffusion length of Alq3 and the result 
compared to well-established thickness-dependent PL quenching-methods.172 In the 
generalized scheme of Fig. 5.1a, singlet excitons are injected from fluorescent 4P-NPB into 
Alq3 by optical pumping at a wavelength of λ=380 nm, where absorption occurs mainly 
i4P-NPB (Fig. 5.3 b). An injector layer of 4P-NPB is chosen due to its favorable spectral 
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overlap with the absorption spectrum of Alq3 (Fig. 5.3 for active material emission and 
absorption spectra), enabling efficient Förster energy transfer. Excitons migrate through 
Alq3 and are detected by monitoring phosphorescence from a sensitizer layer of PtTPTBP 
at λ=770 nm. The exciton transport efficiency is extracted by comparing changes in PL  
mCP (10 nm)
PtTPTBP:mCP











































































































Figure 5.3 (a) Device architecture for measuring the singlet exciton diffusion length of 
Alq3 using the phosphorescent sensitizer-based approach and thickness dependent 
photoluminescence quenching. The excitons diffusing through Alq3 are captured using 
10 wt.% PtTPTBP doped in mCP. (b) Absorption coefficient of Alq3, BAlq, C545T, 4P-
NPB, mCP and PtTPTBP. The absorption coefficient is calculated from the extinction 
coefficient extracted from ellipsometric measurements on a 30-nm-thick film deposited 
on a glass substrate. (c) Normalized photoluminescence of Alq3, C545T, 4P-NPB and 


































































































































































Figure 5.4 (a) Photoluminescence spectra collected for the multilayer structures (4P-
NPB/mCP (x nm)/mCP or 4P-NPB/Alq3 (x nm)/10 wt.% PtTPTBP:mCP and mCP/Alq3 
(x nm)/10 wt.% PtTPTBP:mCP) used to extract the singlet diffusion length of Alq3 using 
the phosphorescent sensitizer-based approach. The structure is pumped at a wavelength 
of λ=380 nm where a majority of excitons are generated in the 4P-NPB injection layer. 
The excitons that diffuse through Alq3 are detected using 10 wt.% PtTPTBP doped in 
mCP. (b) Experimental and simulated (lines) transport efficiency as a function of 
transport layer thickness. The LD is extracted from a KMC simulation. (c) 
Photoluminescence spectra used to extract the singlet diffusion length of Alq3 using 
thickness dependent PL quenching. The structure (4P-NPB/Alq3 (x nm)/mCP and 4P-
NPB/Alq3 (x nm)/HATCN) is pumped at a wavelength of λ=440 nm where all the 
excitons are generated in Alq3. (d) Photoluminescence ratio versus thickness for 






































 4P-NPB/C545T (10 nm)/mCP
 4P-NPB/C545T (10 nm)/PtTPTBP
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 4P-NPB/mCP (10 nm)/mCP
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Figure 5.5 (a) Representative photoluminescence spectra for the architectures (structures 
(4P-NPB (5 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/mCP(15 nm), 4P-NPB (5 nm)/C545T (10 nm)/45 wt.% 
PtTPTBP:mCP (5 nm)/mCP (10 nm), and mCP (5 nm)/C545T (10 nm)/ 45 wt.% 
PtTPTBP:mCP (5 nm)/mCP (10 nm)) used to probe the singlet diffusion length of C545T 
using the phosphorescent sensitizer-based approach. C545T singlet excitons in a neat film 
emit at a peak wavelength λ=575 nm. The structure is pumped at a wavelength of λ=370 
nm where the majority of excitons are generated in the injection layer of 4P-NPB. 
Excitons diffusing through C545T are harvested using a film of 45 wt.% PtTPTBP doped 
in mCP. (b) Experimental and simulated (line) transport efficiency as a function of 
transport layer thickness. An LD of (12.2 ± 0.7) nm is extracted from KMC simulations. 
(c) Representative photoluminescence spectra for the architectures (4P-NPB/C545T (10 
nm)/mCP and 4P-NPB/C545T (10 nm)/HATCN) used to probe the singlet diffusion 
length of C545T using thickness dependent photoluminescence quenching. (d) 
Photoluminescence ratio versus thickness for determination of singlet LD of C545T. An 






from PtTPTBP and 4P-NPB (Fig. 5.4a) in the case when the injector layer of 4P-NPB is 
present, and where it is replaced by a non-absorbing, wide energy gap spacer layer of mCP.  
In this way, the increase in photoluminescence from PtTPTBP due to energy 
transfer from 4P-NPB can be isolated from direct optical excitation (i.e. where the injection 
layer of 4P-NPB is replaced with mCP). The T is calculated using Eq. (5.1) and the 
associated architecture for measurement is shown in Fig. 5.3a. The KMC modelling of 
experimentally measured ηT as a function of Alq3 thickness results in a singlet LD of 
(5.9 ± 0.6) nm (Fig. 5.4b).  
The architecture for comparing the phosphorescent sensitizer technique against 
thickness-dependent PL quenching for Alq3 singlets is also shown in Fig. 5.3a. This method 
requires the measurement of PL from the material of interest both with and without an 
adjacent quenching layer, with the ratio of these two quantities fit as a function of thickness 
for LD. Here, the sensitizer layer is replaced by a top quenching layer of HATCN or an 
exciton blocking layer of mCP for the quenched and unquenched samples, respectively. 
Singlets are generated in Alq3 by optical pumping at a wavelength of λ=440 nm, where 
absorption occurs mainly in Alq3. A PL ratio is calculated as a function of Alq3 layer 
thickness as the ratio of the integrated PL spectrum with and without an adjacent quenching 
layer (Fig. 5.4c). The analytical modelling of the experimentally measured PL ratio also 
yields a singlet LD of (5.6 ± 0.4) nm (Fig. 5.4d),170 validating the sensitizer-based 
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technique. The method is also verified for the organic fluorescent dye C545T which results 
in a LD of (12.2 ± 0.7) nm as shown in Fig. 5.5.  
5.5 Application to Archetypical Organic Semiconductor 
Materials 
Triplet exciton diffusion is examined for three archetypical organic molecules: NPD, 
Alq3 and BAlq. Thin films of these materials show no scattering peaks in X-ray diffraction, 
consistent with previous reports showing that as-grown films of these materials are 
amorphous.235,236 All three of these materials are used frequently as transport layers in 
OLEDs and there is disagreement among the reported LD values for both NPD and Alq3 
(Chapter 3, Table 3.1).78 Here, the case of NPD is considered first to demonstrate the 
methodology in detail using the architecture of Fig. 5.6a. Using a phosphorescent injector 
layer of Ir(ppy)3 (ET = 2.4 eV),
164
 the system is pumped at a wavelength of λ=470 nm, 
where absorption only occurs in Ir(ppy)3 and no singlet excitons are generated in NPD (Fig. 
5.6b). Triplets are injected into NPD and those that migrate through the layer may undergo 
energy transfer to a sensitizer layer of PtOEP (ET = 1.9 eV)
164 doped in a wide energy gap 
host of TCTA (ET = 2.8 eV).
234 The ηT is extracted by comparing the photoluminescence 
from PtOEP and Ir(ppy)3 in the case when the transport layer of NPD is present, and where 
it is replaced by a wide gap spacer layer of TCTA (Fig. 5.6c). The photoluminescence 
spectra in Fig. 5.6c are deconvoluted using the separately measured photoluminescence 
spectra of PtOEP and Ir(ppy)3 (Fig. 5.6b). The decrease in photoluminescence from 
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Figure 5.6 (a) Architectures used to extract the transport efficiency and triplet LD for 
NPD as a function of thickness. The structure is pumped at a wavelength of λ=470 nm 
where the majority of excitons are generated in Ir(ppy)3 injection layer. (b) Absorption 
coefficient (open symbols) and normalized photoluminescence (solid symbols) for the 
materials of interest. Spectra for PtOEP are collected for films of 15 wt.% PtOEP in 
TCTA. (c) Representative photoluminescence spectra for multilayer structures (15 wt.% 
PtOEP:TCTA/NPD (30 nm)/Ir(ppy)3 and 15 wt.% PtOEP:TCTA/NPD (20 nm)/TCTA 
(10 nm)/Ir(ppy)3) used to probe the triplet diffusion length of NPD using the 
phosphorescent sensitizer-based approach. (d) Experimental (symbols) and simulated 
(line) transport efficiency as a function of transport layer thickness. The T versus 
thickness is plotted for various values of transfer rate (kQ) to the sensitizer relative to 




corresponding increase in photoluminescence from PtOEP reflects triplet excitons that 
diffuse through NPD and undergo energy transfer into the sensitizer layer. The boundary 
condition at the interface between NPD and the sensitizer layer is determined by increasing 
the concentration of PtOEP molecules from 0.5 wt.% to 30 wt.%. In Fig. 5.6d, the 
experimentally measured values of ηT as a function of NPD thickness are similar for PtOEP 
concentrations >5 wt.%, signifying that all excitons reaching the interface are quenched. 
The boundary condition is implemented in the KMC model by varying kQ to the sensitizer  
 
Figure 5.7 Simulated exciton density profile inside transport layer, NPD under no 




layer with respect to energy transfer (kT) within the layer. The kT can linked to the exciton 
diffusivity (D) and LD as described by Eq. 2.9 in Chapter 2. The KMC modelling of the 
experimentally measured dependence of ηT on NPD thickness yields LD = (29.8 + 1.1) nm 
for the triplet of NPD (Fig. 5.6b). The measured LD is larger than that previously obtained 
by fitting device photocurrent, likely reflecting device specific recombination losses.158 
The measured LD for NPD is smaller than the previous related work which has doped a 
discontinuous sensitizer layer into the transport layer and assumed that the sensitizer does 
not significantly affect the underlying triplet density, such that the sensitizer emission can 
be fit with an exponential decay curve.161 The current work suggests that accurate 
determination of the triplet LD depends upon both the sensitizer concentration and 
boundary condition assumptions (Fig. 5.7). Inaccurate assumptions for a given sensitizer 
concentration can lead to either overestimation or underestimation of LD. For example, in 
the current work, the incorrect assumption of perfect quenching by 0.5 wt.% PtOEP would 
yield an underestimated triplet LD = 12 nm. Similarly, assuming here that the sensitizer 
does not affect the exciton density in the case of quenching by 15 wt.% PtOEP yields an 
overestimated triplet LD = 52 nm.  
The triplet exciton diffusion lengths of Alq3 and BAlq are similarly determined using 
a sensitizer of PtTPTBP (ET = 1.6 eV) doped in mCP (ET = 2.9 eV)
233. The triplets are 
injected by optically pumping Ir(ppy)3 at a wavelength of λ=470 nm. Triplets diffusing 
through the transport layer are probed for two different concentration of sensitizer (5 wt.% 
and 15 wt.% PtTPTBP) in order to check the quenching efficiency of excitons reaching the  
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Figure 5.8 (a) Device architecture to probe triplet LD of BAlq and Alq3. 
Photoluminescence spectra collected for the multilayer used to extract the triplet 
diffusion length of BAlq (b) and Alq3 (c) using the phosphorescent sensitizer-based 
approach. The structure is pumped at a wavelength of λ=470 nm where a majority of 
excitons are generated in the Ir(ppy)3 injection layer. The excitons that diffuse through 
BAlq or Alq3 are detected using 5 wt.% PtTPTBP doped in mCP. Experimental 
(symbols) and simulated (lines) transport efficiency as a function of BAlq (d) and 
Alq3 (e) thickness for different values of the triplet LD. Multiple sensitizer 






sensitizer interface. The ηT is calculated using Eq. (5.1) from the measured 
photoluminescence of PtTPTBP and Ir(ppy)3 for the case when the transport layer of BAlq 
or Alq3 is present, and when it is replaced by a wide gap spacer layer of mCP (Fig. 5.8a-c). 
The KMC modelling of the experimentally determined ηT as a function of BAlq and Alq3 
thickness yield LD values of (16.6 ± 1.0) nm and (15.2 ± 0.9) nm respectively (Fig. 5.8d-
e). The agreement in ηT for two different sensitizer concentrations suggests efficient 
quenching at the transport layer and sensitizer interface. The measured LD for Alq3 is 
consistent with the value of (14 ± 9) nm previously reported by Baldo et al.164 using 
transient analysis of phosphorescence in an OLED.  
In addition to offering a means to accurately probe the diffusion of dark triplet 
excitons, the phosphor sensitized methodology is attractive for its ability to separately 
probe singlet or triplet exciton transport. Indeed, by simply varying the injecting layer, 
either the singlet or triplet of the material of interest can be excited. For example, in Alq3 
we find here a singlet diffusion length of LD = (5.9± 0.6) nm and a triplet diffusion length 
of LD = (15.2 ± 0.9) nm in the same architecture, simply by changing the injection layer 
from 4P-NPB to Ir(ppy)3. Certainly, the Alq3 triplets have long LD as compared to its 
singlets due to an increased lifetime.2,75,78 However, the corresponding increase in LD is 
likely throttled by slow short-range Dexter energy transfer for amorphous organic 
semiconductor thin films.237 By coupling measurements of this type with additional time-
domain investigations, additional insight can be gained into the factors that impact singlet 
and triplet migration. Further, the ability to selective pump the singlet and triplet states 
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should have great utility in decoupling the more complex exciton transport that exists in 
materials exhibiting singlet fission or TADF.238 The tri-layer stack used in current work 
may also be extended to solution-processed active materials. For example, the use of 
orthogonal solvents is increasingly being demonstrated to prevent re-dissolving in 
multilayer stacks.239–244 Further, the combination of a solution-processed bottom layer and 
vapor-processed top layer would reduce the issue of re-dissolving to only the bottom 
interface. 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter a phosphorescent sensitizer-based methodology to accurately extract 
the exciton diffusion length of non-radiative triplet excitons in organic semiconductor thin 
films is presented. In order to confirm the validity of the technique, we first extract the LD 
of luminescent singlet excitons in thin films of Alq3 and C545T, comparing the result to 
conventional photoluminescence measurements. For measurement of non-radiative triplet 
excitons, excitons are injected by energy transfer from an adjacent phosphorescent layer. 
By measuring the transport efficiency of excitons across the material of interest, triplet LD 
values in the range of 15-30 nm are obtained. The method is also attractive in that values 
for the singlet and triplet LD be extracted for a given material in a common architecture by 









6 Impact of Molecular Structure on Singlet 
and Triplet Diffusion 
This chapter is a summary and extension of published work in journal of materials 
chemistry C entitled “Impact of molecular structure on singlet and triplet exciton diffusion 
in phenanthroline derivatives”245 The author acknowledges collaborators John S. Bangsund 
for outcoupled PL efficiency simulations and atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
measurements and Javier Garcia Barriocanal for X-ray reflectivity measurement. This 
work is supported by National Science Foundation (NSF) Solid-State and Materials 
Chemistry under DMR-1708177 and Electronics, Photonics and Magnetic Devices under 
ECCS-1509121. The author acknowledges C.P. Clark for X-ray diffraction measurements 
and Dr. Andrew Healy for measuring singlet exciton lifetimes using TCSPC. 
6.1 Background 
The previous chapter discussed a phosphorescent sensitizer-based methodology to 
accurately determine dark triplet exciton diffusion length. In this chapter, the methodology 
is used to present a systematic study of the impact of subtle changes in molecular structure 
on the singlet and triplet exciton diffusion lengths. 
In terms of exciton transport, spin singlet and triplet excitons diffuse via different 
mechanisms, due mainly to the fact that singlets may undergo radiative recombination 
while triplets are often dark.171 The previous chapter noted the role of spin in impacting in 
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impacting exciton LD for archetypical organic semiconductor molecules, NPD and Alq3. 
This difference in mechanism also implies that the handles available for tuning the exciton 
diffusion length (LD) may enhance the transport of one spin state while not favorably 
impacting the other.237 Reduced intermolecular spacing is typically considered as a route 
to improve exciton transport however, even here care must be taken to avoid increasing 
non-radiative decay and reducing the exciton lifetime. Several studies have reported on the 
role of molecular functionalization and crystallization in enhancing singlet exciton 
transport.138,140,145–147,150,153,246 There are however fewer studies of triplet excitons as they 
are often non-radiative and hence incompatible with common photoluminescence-based 
techniques. Furthermore, few efforts have sought to systematically compare the role of 
functionalization on both singlet and triplet states.187,247 As such, there exists a need for 
experimental methodologies that permit the investigation of singlet and triplet diffusion in 
a common set of samples that could experimentally elucidate the fundamental difference 
in transport behavior 
between these states. 
In this chapter, 
we examine singlet 
and triplet exciton 
diffusion as a function 
of molecular functionalization in phenanthroline derivatives, offering a useful contrast of 
the factors governing the migration of each state. Phenanthrolines have long been used as 
Figure 6.1 Molecular structures of the phenanthroline 




electron transport materials and exciton blocking layers in organic light-emitting devices 
(OLEDs)248–251 and organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs)252–254, and are examined here for the 
availability of several derivatives namely, 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BPhen), 2,9-
dichloro-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BPhen-Cl2), and 2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-
1,10-phenanthroline (BCP), where steric bulk and intermolecular spacing are tailored by 
substitution of -H, -Cl and -CH3 on the phenanthroline core (Fig. 6.1). Changes in 
intermolecular spacing also lead to changes in molecular photophysics, and measurements 
of exciton transport are complemented by detailed spectroscopic investigations. Thus, a 
systematic understanding for the role of functionalization on singlet and triplet diffusion is 
established. 
6.2 Experimental Details 
BPhen, BPhen-Cl2, BCP, mCP and HATCN are purchased from Luminescence 
Technology Corporation; PtOEP is purchased from Frontier Scientific. For thickness 
dependent PL quenching measurements, a unity quenching efficiency is assumed for 
HATCN due to the favorable energy offset for electron transfer.206,231 Photoluminescence 
spectra are measured in a Photon Technology International QuantaMaster 400 Fluorometer 
equipped with a photomultiplier detection system. Structures are excited using a Xe lamp 
attached to a monochromator, at an angle of 70o from substrate normal. Photoluminescence 
efficiencies are measured in an integrating sphere using a previously published 
methodology.255. Singlet exciton lifetimes are measured using a PicoQuant time correlated 
single photon counting (TCSPC) system, pumped using a regeneratively amplified 
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Ti:sapphire laser system producing ~80 fs, λ = 900 nm pulses at a repetition rate of 40 
MHz. A λ = 300 nm excitation pulse is then obtained using a nonlinear harmonic generation 
system equipped with a BBO crystal for tripling the frequency of the excited pulse. A 
closed cycle Janis CSS-150 He optical cryostat is used to measure triplet 
photoluminescence spectra and lifetimes at 10 K. Samples are pumped at a wavelength of 
λ = 337 nm using a N2 laser which provides ~ 1 ns pulse width. The emission spectrum 
from the sample is detected using a FERGIE integrated spectrograph (Princeton 
Instruments), with spectrum acquisition triggered externally with a pulse generator after a 
5 ms delay from the laser pulse. The repetition rate of the laser is kept at 0.25 Hz. Triplet 
photoluminescence spectra are measured for different delay times to obtain the triplet 
lifetime. X-ray reflectivity is measured on a 20-nm-thick film of the active material 
deposited on a Si substrate using a PANalytical X’pert Pro instrument. The experimental 
data is simulated using GenX software to obtain thin film density, surface roughness and 
film thickness. The film thickness is independently checked with values from ellipsometer. 
The film crystallinity is checked using X-ray diffraction measurements at an incident angle 
of 8 degrees, while sample is being scanned using a 2D detector which spans from 2θ =1 
degree to 53 degrees. Experimental data for singlet and triplet LD measurements is fitted 
using a non-linear least square methodology where error in the fit value represents 95% 
confidence interval.  
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6.3 Singlet Exciton Behavior 
Figure 6.2b shows the thin film extinction coefficient and photoluminescence (PL) 
behavior of the active materials of interest in this work. The PL collected at room 
temperature is fluorescence from the singlet state. The phosphorescence spectra shown are 
collected at 10 K at long times under pulsed laser excitation (Fig. 6.2 a). Spectrum 
acquisition is triggered by a pulse generator with a 5 ms delay after the laser pulse to reject 
short time luminescence and only collect long-lived triplet phosphorescence. As-deposited 
films showed no evidence of crystallinity in X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements. Fine 
differences in the intermolecular spacing with functionalization are probed by measuring 
film density using X-ray reflectivity (XRR). The film thickness, density, and roughness are 
Figure 6.2 (a) Schematic of the setup for the measurement of phosphorescence spectra. 
(b) Thin film fluorescence (closed symbols) and extinction spectra (solid lines) for the 
molecules in (a) taken at room temperature. Low temperature phosphorescence spectra 
(open symbols) are collected at 10 K at long times after pulsed excitation to avoid 
detection of fluorescence. 
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used as fitting parameters for XRR experimental data analysis (Fig. 6.3). The fit parameters 
along with independent measurements of film thickness using ellipsometry are shown in 
Table 6.1. XRR analysis yields extracted molecular densities of (1.87  0.03) nm-3 for BCP, 
(2.04  0.03) nm-3 for BPhen-Cl2, and (2.26  0.03) nm
-3 for BPhen, consistent with 
previous reports for BPhen and BCP.256 
Figure 6.3 X-ray reflectivity on 20-nm-thick films (on a Si substrate) of BPhen, BPhen-
Cl2 and BCP. Data analysis is performed using GenX software with film thickness, 
density and roughness as fitting parameters. The extracted film thicknesses are within 
5% of the values extracted from ellipsometry. The film roughness obtained from the fit 
is about 1.2 nm which is in close agreement with roughness value (RMS < 0.7 nm) 





The singlet LD for each material of interest is extracted using thickness dependent PL 
quenching. Thin film fluorescence is measured with and without the presence of an 
adjacent top quenching layer of HATCN (See Appendix E, Fig. E1 for spectra).172 The PL 
ratio (quenched to unquenched) is measured as a function of active layer thickness and fit 
to yield the singlet LD. Table 6.2 lists the singlet LD values extracted for BPhen and its 
derivatives, obtained by analytical modelling of the associated PL ratio (Fig. 6.4). Extracted 
values of LD are < 1 nm for BPhen, (3.9  1.1) nm for BCP, (5.4 ± 1.2) nm for BPhen-Cl2. 
It is worth noting that if fit explicitly, the data in Fig. 6.4 for BPhen yields LD = (0.8 ± 0.3) 
nm. This value is below the estimated resolution limit of 1 nm of the technique. 
The observed trend in singlet LD can be considered in terms of Förster theory by 
considering how changes in intermolecular spacing and the self-R0 (Table 6.2) impact LD. 
Singlet LD values for the BPhen derivatives scale linearly with the ratio R0
3/d2 as expected 
based on Equations 2.4 , 2.9 and 2.10 from Chapter 2. This ratio is largest for BPhenCl2, 
Table 6.1 XRR fit parameters for thin films of phenanthroline derivatives. The 
experimental data is simulated using GenX software to obtain thin film molecular density 
(), surface roughness (𝜎𝑅) and film thickness. Values are compared against literature 
value of .256,257 
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Figure 6.4 Photoluminescence ratios (with and without an adjacent HATCN 
quenching layer) for BPhen and its derivatives with the corresponding exciton 
diffusion length (LD) extracted from the data.  
 




6.4 Triplet Exciton Behavior 
Figure 6.5a shows the device architecture for measuring the triplet LD in BPhen and 
its derivatives using a phosphorescent sensitizer based method.218 A layer of (4,6-
difluorophenyl)pyridinato-C2,N](picolinato)iridium(III) (FIrpic) (triplet energy, ET = 2.65 
eV) injects triplets into the phenanthroline of interest (ET = 2.47 eV for all three materials). 
Injected triplets that migrate through the full thickness of the active layer are detected using 
a sensitizer of platinum octaethylporphyrin (PtOEP) (ET = 1.9 eV)
233 doped in the wide 
Figure 6.5 (a) Multilayer thin film architecture for investigating the triplet LD for BPhen 
and its derivatives. (b)The structure is pumped at a wavelength of λ=430 nm where a 
majority of excitons are generated in the FIrpic injection layer. The excitons that diffuse 
through BPhen and its derivatives are detected using 5 wt.% PtOEP doped in mCP. 
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energy gap host 1,3-bis(N-
carbazolyl)benzene (mCP) (ET = 2.9 
eV) (Fig. 6.5b). Exciton diffusion in 
the active layer is defined in terms of 









𝑃𝐿  (6.1) 
where 𝜂𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑃𝐿  and 𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑂𝐸𝑃
𝑃𝐿  are the 
outcoupled PL efficiencies of the 
FIrpic and PtOEP layers. The 
outcoupling efficiency ratio in the 
absence of the active layer is 
experimentally determined by 
directly injecting excitons from 
FIrpic to PtOEP using a previously 
published method.218,227 The 
variation in outcoupling efficiency 
as a function of active layer 
thickness is calculated using Setfos 
4.6 (Fluxim) software (Appendix E: 
Fig. E2).  
Figure 6.6 The photoluminescence spectra are 
collected for the multilayer structures 
FIrpic/mCP (10 nm)/mCP (black line); 
FIrpic/active layer (x nm)/5 wt.% PtOEP:mCP 
(red line) and mCP/ active layer(x nm)/5 wt.% 
PtOEP:mCP (blue line), where the active layer is 
(a)BPhen, (b) BPhen-Cl2 or (c) BCP.  
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Figure 6.6a-c shows PL spectra for FIrpic and PtOEP with an active layer of BPhen, 
BPhen-Cl2, or BCP, for cases with and without injection of excitons into the active layer. 
The increase in PL from PtOEP due to energy transfer from FIrpic can be isolated from 
direct optical excitation (i.e. where the injection layer of FIrpic is replaced with mCP). 
Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) 218,227 modelling of the experimentally measured ηT as a 
function of active layer thickness results in triplet LD values of (15.4  0.4) nm for BPhen, 
(8.0 0.7) nm for BPhen-Cl2, and (4.0  0.5) nm for BCP (Fig. 6.7). 
The mechanism for energy transfer can be understood by first decoupling the exciton 
lifetime and the diffusivity. The triplet lifetime for each material is shown in Table 1 and is 
Figure 6.7 Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) transport efficiency as a 
function of active layer thickness for different values of the triplet LD. 
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determined from low temperature transient phosphorescence. The trend in triplet lifetime 
(Table 6.2, Fig. 6.8) cannot alone explain the observed variation in triplet LD, suggesting a 
change in diffusivity. This could come from changes in optical overlap, the molecular 
orbital radius, and the intermolecular spacing. Changes in film roughness could also lead 

















































































Figure 6.8 (a) Representative photoluminescence from the triplet state of BPhen-Cl2 
collected for different delay times from the trigger of a N2 laser pulse at a wavelength of 
λ = 337 nm. (b) A semi-log plot between integrated photoluminescence from triplet state 
and delay times for phenanthroline derivatives. 
 
Figure 6.9 Atomic force micrographs of 30-nm-thick film of (a) BPhen (b) BPhen-Cl2 
and (c) BCP on a glass substrate. Atomic force microscopy is conducted using a Bruker 
Nanoscope V with a Multimode 8. Images were acquired in peak force quantitative 
nanomechanical (PF-QNM) mode, and AFM cantilevers were aluminum-coated n-type 




to differences in the 
extracted LD, but this 
possibility is ruled out 
using atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) of as-
deposited films of each 
active material. Films of 
all materials studied here 
show a featureless 
morphology with root 
mean square roughness < 
1 nm (Fig. 6.9).  
The variation in triplet diffusivity is considered in terms of differences in 
intermolecular spacing. Indeed, Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9 in Chapter 2 suggest an exponential 
relationship between triplet diffusivity and intermolecular spacing, and hence the linearity 
of a semi-log plot between triplet (LD/d) and intermolecular spacing can be used to check 
the validity of the assumed diffusion model. Figure 6.10 shows a linear fit between a semi-
log plot of LD/d and intermolecular spacing. The value of d is determined by taking the 




 ) as measured using XRR. The intermolecular 
spacing varies in increasing order as (7.62  0.04) Å for BPhen, (7.88  0.04) Å for BPhen-
Cl2 and (8.11  0.04) Å for BCP, corresponding-well with the concomitant reduction in 
Figure 6.10 Measured triplet LD divided by the 
intermolecular spacing (d) plotted as a function of the 
intermolecular spacing (d) for BPhen and its derivatives. The 





triplet LD. The observed linear trend also holds for a mixture of 10 wt.% BCP in BPhen, 
suggesting that BCP and BPhen form a substitutional solid solution. The slope of the plot 
yields the molecular orbital radius as (0.37  0.04 Å) (Fig. 6.10). This value is consistent 
with previous reports for Dexter transfer yielding ~ 0.39 Å to 2.1 Å. 258–262 In this model it 
is assumed that energy transfer between different spatial configurations of molecule are 
isotropic in nature as represented by energy transfer term containing average 
intermolecular spacing. However, the BPhen and its derivative molecules are assymetric in 
nature and it has been previously shown using first principle investigation that LUMOs and 
HOMOs of BCP and BPhen are more localized on the phenanthroline moeity.263 Thus, the 
energy transfer will be dominated along configurations with shortest spacing between 
phenanthroline moeity and obtained molecular radius is weighted average of energy 
transfer along different directions. In future, it would be interesting to examine the role of 
CH3 at different position on phenanthroline ring.  
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a study connecting the measured singlet and triplet exciton diffusion 
length with changes in molecular structure and intermolecular spacing. The singlet LD 
values are extracted using thickness dependent photoluminescence quenching 
measurements while the triplet LD values are extracted using a phosphorescent sensitizer-
based methodology. For the phenanthroline derivatives considered here, the intermolecular 
spacing varies in increasing order as (7.62  0.04) Å for BPhen, (7.88  0.04) Å for BPhen-
Cl2, and (8.11  0.04) Å for BCP. The singlet LD increases from LD <1 nm for BPhen to 
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(5.4  1.2) nm for BPhen-Cl2, and (3.9  1.1) nm BCP, while the triplet LD decreases from 
(15.4  0.4) nm for BPhen to (8.0  0.7) nm for BPhen-Cl2, and (4.0  0.5) nm for BCP. 
The variation in singlet LD is understood using Fӧrster transfer, considering changes in the 
intermolecular spacing as well as factors like the photoluminescence efficiency and optical 
overlap. The decrease in triplet LD is understood more simply using Dexter transfer where 
the rate of energy transfer scales exponentially with intermolecular spacing. This work 
offers insight into the significant and differing role changes in molecular structure can play 
















7 Exciton Gating in Organic Semiconductor 
Thin Films 
This chapter is a summary and extension of published work in physical review applied 
entitled “Investigation of Excitonic Gates in Organic Semiconductor Thin Films”227 This 
work is supported by National Science Foundation (NSF) Electronics, Photonics and 
Magnetic Devices under ECCS-1509121.  
7.1 Background 
Chapter 3 discussed in detail the critical role of exciton transport in an organic 
photovoltaic cell. In an OPV, photogenerated excitons must diffuse to an electron donor-
acceptor heterojunction where exciton dissociation occurs via charge transfer.2,75,78 Exciton 
transport has long been recognized as a key process limiting efficiency in the simplest 
planar heterojunction cells. Indeed, state-of-the-art OPVs overcome this bottleneck and 
realize high efficiency through the use of a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) architecture where 
donor and acceptor materials are blended in a single layer.40,136,137 While this approach 
circumvents the short exciton diffusion length (LD) by increasing the area of the 
dissociating donor-acceptor interface, several works have also attempted to directly 
increase the value of LD via molecular design and morphology 
engineering.138,139,146,147,150,264 Indeed, the largest values of LD have been realized in large-
grained polycrystalline thin films and molecular crystals,75,89,146–149 though the associated 
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anisotropy means that crystallinity alone does not guarantee long LD in a given 
direction.150–154 Prior work has also demonstrated how variations in intermolecular 
separation can lead to increases in the LD by optimizing the various parameters responsible 
for dipole-mediated Fӧrster energy transfer.90,140,231,265 
In contrast, less attention has been paid to the more general problem of overcoming 
the diffusive and sub-diffusive nature of exciton transport in organic semiconductors. 
Menke et al.171 have previously examined the idea of using multiple interfaces with an 
optimized molecular site imbalance to introduce asymmetry in forward and reverse exciton 
transport rates, pushing the system into a regime of anomalous diffusion. Practically, the 
site imbalance is realized by diluting the active material of interest into a wide energy gap 
host by different amounts on either side of the interface.90,171,231 Indeed, this previous work 
found a nonlinear dependence of the mean square displacement (MSD) on time (i.e. <x2> 
∝ t, >1), suggesting super-diffusive transport.171 An imbalance in energy transport rates 
at an interface can also arise from a difference in energy gap between the two layers. In 
these architectures, reverse exciton transfer is hindered due to conversation of energy. 
While not frequently considered in the context of exciton gating, several reports of this 
type of structure exist in the context of energy cascade devices in which multiple donor or 
acceptor layers are combined in series to realize high efficiency.266–269 Experimentally, only 
the case of a single asymmetric interface has been investigated, with multiple biasing 
interfaces only being considered from a theoretical perspective. This chapter offer a 
combined theoretical-experimental study of the impact of multiple exciton gating 
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interfaces on exciton transport, and hence, a practical assessment of these architectures for 
devices.  
7.2 Experimental Details 
Exciton transport is examined in multilayer structures where exciton gates are 
formed by a molecular site imbalance across an interface. Exciton transport is probed in 
the archetypical fluorescent emitter, 3,6,7-tetrahydro-1,1,7,7,-tetramethyl-1H,5H,11H-
10(2-benzothiazolyl) quinolizine-[9,9a,1gh] coumarin (C545T). The interfacial site 
imbalance is engineered by diluting C545T into a wide energy gap host material, p-
bis(triphenylsilyl)benzene (UGH2).90,231,233 In this  
arrangement, UGH2 is not excited and does not quench excitons from C545T (Fig. 7.1). 
The architectures of interest are shown in Fig. 7.2a, with the associated optical properties 
of each active material shown in Fig. 7.2b. In Fig. 7.2a, the gating region of the device 
containing C545T in various concentrations is sandwiched between an exciton injection 
 
Figure 7.1 Molecular structures and energy levels for C545T and UGH2 
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Figure 7.2 (a) Layer structure for probing the role of multiple interfacial gates. Excitons 
are injected from the most dilute layer of C545T in UGH2 (concentration % noted) by 
energy transfer from an injection layer of 4P-NPB and are collected at the neat layer 
using a sensitizer layer containing PtTPTBP. The thickness for each layer is optimized 
to maximize collection. (b) Absorption coefficient (open symbols) and normalized 
photoluminescence (closed symbols) of C545T, 4P-NPB and 5% PtTPTBP in UGH2. 
The absorption coefficient is calculated using the extinction coefficient, extracted from 
ellipsometric measurements on a 30-nm-thick film deposited on glass substrate. 




 layer of N, N’-di-1- naphthalenyl-N,N’-diphenyl [1,1’:4’,1’’:4’’,1’’’-quaterphenyl]-4,4’’’-
diamine (4P-NPB)270 and an exciton collecting layer of platinum(II) tetra-phenyl-tetra-
benzo-porphyrin (PtTPTBP) diluted in UGH2.229,230,271 The PtTPTBP is diluted into a layer 
of UGH2 in order to increase its photoluminescence (PL) efficiency. The function of this 
architecture is discussed further in section 7.4. All layers are prepared by thermal vacuum 
sublimation (<7x10-7 Torr) at a deposition rate of 0.1 nm s-1. All optical constants and thin 
film thickness are measured using a J. A. Woollam variable-angle spectroscopic 
ellipsometer. All of C545T, UGH2 and 4P-NPB are purchased from Luminescence 
Technology Corporation, while PtTPTBP is purchased from Frontier Scientific. For PL 
measurements on exciton gating architectures, the emission scan is carried out in two 
stages. First, a long pass filter with a cut off wavelength of 𝜆 = 364 nm is used to prevent 
pump detection while sample emission is scanned from 370 nm to 720 nm. Second, sample 
emission is collected from 600 nm to 900 nm using a long pass filter with a cut off 
wavelength of 𝜆 = 600 nm, to prevent the detection of the 4P-NPB emission double from 
the sample. 
The exciton diffusion length of C545T in UGH2 is measured using thickness 
dependent PL quenching.172 Thin films of C545T in UGH2 are deposited with and without 
an adjacent bottom surface quenching layer of 1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatriphenylene 
hexacarbonitrile (HATCN).265 Under optical excitation at a wavelength of 𝜆 = 460 nm, the 
fraction of C545T excitons reaching the quenching interface varies depending on the 
thickness. A PL ratio is extracted as a function of C545T layer thickness as the ratio of the 
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integrated PL spectrum with and without an adjacent quenching layer. The experimentally 
obtained PL ratios are modelled using a 1D steady-state diffusion equation with the exciton 
diffusion length as the fit parameter. The exciton generation profile in this model is solved 
using a transfer matrix formalism.170 Photoluminescence efficiencies are measured using 
an integrating sphere with previously published methods.255 Exciton lifetimes are measured 
using a PicoQuant time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) system, excited at a 
wavelength of 𝜆 = 470 nm using 70 ps laser pulses. 
7.3 Theory of Excitonic Gates 
For an isotropic film, there is an equal probability of the exciton hopping in all 
directions. In a one-dimensional analog, this implies transport in the forward and reverse 
Figure 7.3 A general multilayer structure having n layers between the injection layer and 
sensitizer layer. Each layer j (j=1, 2, 3, ….. , n) has a thickness dj, areal density j of donor 
molecules in a wide gap host material, a bulk energy transfer rate kj and an exciton lifetime 
j. The energy transfer rate between the plane of molecules in layer i and j is represented 




directions is equally likely. When the exciton encounters an asymmetric interface with 
differing forward and reverse rates of energy transfer, a more detailed analysis is required. 
Here, we consider the case of an interface across which there is a difference in the 
density of molecular sites and intermolecular spacing for a single material species (Fig. 
7.3). In order to treat energy transfer from a molecule on one side of the interface to a plane 
of molecules on the other side of the interface, we consider a rate that varies with the 
intermolecular separation (d) as d-4 and is directly proportional to the areal density of 
acceptor molecules.84,85,272 Thus, the energy transfer rate across the interface is given as: 











6   (7.1) 
where 𝑘𝑖 and 𝑘𝑗 are the respective bulk rates of Förster energy transfer in layers i and j, i 
and j are the areal densities of molecules in layer i and layer j, and Rij and Rji are the 
Förster radii for forward and reverse transfer across the interface. In considering energy 
transfer across an 
interface it is 
assumed that the 
degree of excitonic 
energetic disorder 
2does not change 
with 
dilution .153,175,273 
Were it to change 
Figure 7.4 (a) KMC approach used in the present chapter 
considers interaction between non-adjacent bins. (b) KMC 




substantially, disorder could add an additional source of asymmetry across the interface for 
the rates of energy transfer. With Eq. 7.1, a Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) formalism 
introduced in Chapter 4 is used to examine the effect of interfacial rate asymmetry on the 
exciton transport efficiency (T) across a gating architecture. Energy transfer rates are 
extracted from the experimental value of LD as described in Sec. 7.4. The natural decay 
rate of the exciton is measured using transient fluorescence as described in Sec. 7.2. We 
note that the KMC approach used here differs slightly from that of Menke et. al171 in that 
long-range energy transfer between non-adjacent layers is explicitly included in the 
calculations (Fig. 7.4). 
7.4 Experimental Demonstration of Excitonic Gates 
In the architectures of Fig. 7.2a, the relative role of the gates on exciton transport is 
considered in terms of T. Excitons are injected from 4P-NPB into C545T by optically 
pumping at a wavelength of λ=355 nm, where absorption occurs mainly in the 4P-NPB 
layer.270 The exciton transport efficiency is proportional to the ratio of excitons collected 
by PtTPTBP to the number of excitons injected from 4P-NPB. Experimentally, T is 
calculated as the ratio of photoluminescence from PtTPTBP and 4P-NPB, while correcting 
for the differences in PL efficiency and optical outcoupling efficiency. These calculations 
are discussed further in the Appendix F, are fully determined from experimental data, and 
do not introduce any free parameters into the analysis. 
For the architectures of Fig. 7.2a, the overall thickness of the gating region is fixed 
at 30 nm. Layer concentrations are selected to maximize T for the overall structure. For a  
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Figure 7.5 (a) Photoluminescence ratio versus thickness for three different 
concentrations of C545T diluted in UGH2. The LD is extracted by fitting experimental 
data using a 1D steady-state diffusion equation. (b) Förster radius (R0) as a function of 
acceptor layer concentration for different C545T donor layer concentrations in UGH2. 




given series of exciton gates, the transport efficiency is calculated by injecting excitons 
from the most dilute layer and collecting from the neat layer of the structure. The simulation 
of T depends on the bulk energy transfer rate (ki in Eqs. 7.1) and the transfer rate between 
layers (kij). The ki in each layer is extracted using Eq. 2.9 in Chapter 2 and the 
experimentally measured value of LD (Fig. 7.5a).
170,272  
The extracted bulk LD of C545T decreases with dilution in UGH2 due to increasing 
molecular separation. This decrease occurs despite an increase in R0 with dilution. In 
contrast, the LD of molecules like boron subphthalocyanine chloride (SubPc) and boron 
subnaphthalocyanine chloride (SubNc) have been shown to increase upon dilution in 
UGH2 due to the prevalence of an increase in R0 over the increase in molecular 
separation.90,231 
The rate of energy transfer between layers (kij) is computed by considering 
differences in concentration, inter-bin distance, and R0 (Eq. 7.1). The R0 between layers is 
computed from Eq. 2.5 in Chapter 2 using experimentally measured parameters such as the 
PL efficiency, refractive index of the donor medium, and spectral overlap integral, while 
the orientation factor is taken for randomly oriented dipoles.274 Denoting layers i as j in 
Fig. 7.3 as the donor and acceptor, respectively, Fig. 7.5b plots the Fӧrster radius for energy 
transfer (R0) from layer i to layer j as a function of acceptor concentration for different 
donor concentrations of C545T in UGH2. For a fixed acceptor concentration, an increase 
in R0 is observed with a reduced concentration of the donor C545T in UGH2. This 




Figure 7.6 (a) Photoluminescence spectrum of the structures in Fig. 7.1a pumped at a 
wavelength of λ=355 nm. (b) Experimental and simulated (lines) transport efficiency 
as a function of number of layers. The two lines indicates the upper and lower bound 




film to (37 ± 2) % for 10 wt.% C545T in UGH2, as well as an increase in the spectral 
overlap integral due to at blue shift in the fluorescence with dilution. The index of refraction 
also decreases with dilution from a value of 2.5 in neat film to a value of 1.7 for 10 wt.% 
C545T in UGH2. At a fixed donor concentration, the increase in R0 with acceptor 
concentration reflects an increase in the spectral overlap integral, driven by an increase in 
the absorption cross-section of the acceptor layer of C545T in UGH2. 
 The PL intensity of PtTPTBP is tracked as a proxy for T as the number of layers is 
varied (Fig. 7.6a). Varying the number of layers changes the number of locations where the 
exciton experiences asymmetry in energy transfer rates, and the degree of gating and 
directed exciton transport. Interestingly, T (Fig.7.6b) is maximized when the number of 
layers is ≥3. This plateau is reproduced well by the associated KMC simulation shown in 
Fig. 7.6b as a pair of solid lines. The two lines are the upper and lower bound of T for the 
simulated structure accounting for error in the measured LD of C545T and the layer 
thicknesses. The good agreement between the simulation and experiment confirm that the 
model has accurately captured the physics of gating interfaces.  
An important feature of the KMC simulation used here is the inclusion of long-range 
energy transfer between non-adjacent bins in the calculations. Energy transfer between 
non-adjacent layers contributes 3% and 9% of the total transport efficiency for the 3 layers 
and 5 layers structures, respectively. This contribution will increase as the distance between 
non-adjacent layers approaches R0. In considering the impact of the results of Fig. 7.6b on 
device design, it is important to consider the origin of the observed plateau in T. The 
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plateau is intrinsic to use of concentration to establish the gates, reflecting a tradeoff 
between the number of interfaces and strength of an individual gate to drive asymmetric 
exciton transport. While this plateau would not occur in energy-offset driven gates found 
in cascade OPVs,171,231,266 such structures inherently come with an undesirable relaxation 
of the exciton as it migrates. In this work, the use of concentration driven exciton gates 
leads to a >200% increase in T compared to a neat film of C545T with no gates (Fig. 7.6b). 
This is equivalent to an effective increase in LD from 12.7 nm to ~35 nm, further 
demonstrating the potential gains to be realized by engineering interfaces for enhanced 
exciton harvesting. The number of layers at which transport efficiency begins to plateau 
will depend upon the concentration range, diffusion length within each layer, 
intermolecular spacing and Ro between layers. If we assume the LD does not vary 
significantly as a function of dilution, the number of layers at which plateau begins will 
vary as 6 for concentration range 1 wt.to 100 wt.% C545T, 3 for 10 wt.% to 100 wt.% 
C545T., 2 for 50 wt.% to 100 wt.% C545T. However, the practical limit to low 
concentration doping will be determined by variation in LD. Significant decrease in LD with 
dilution will overcome the gain in transport efficiency due to excitonic gates. 
7.5 Summary 
In conclusion, interfacial excitonic gates are experimentally created through a 
molecular site imbalance via dilution in a wide energy gap material. The effectiveness of 
these gates is demonstrated by injecting excitons from the most dilute layer and measuring 
the excitons collected from the neat layer. The C545T is used as a testbed to examine the 
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role of interfacial excitonic gates in tailoring exciton diffusion in an organic semiconductor. 
It is shown that the incorporation of interfaces introduces asymmetry in exciton motion, 
thereby improving 𝜂T. However, the competition between the number of interfaces and the 
strength of an individual gate to drive asymmetric exciton transport leads to a saturation in 
𝜂T. The approach of using interfacial gates to enhance exciton transport offers new 
opportunities in the design of organic optoelectronic devices, and especially planar 













8 Exploiting Excitonic Gates for Organic 
Light Emitting Devices 
The previous chapter demonstrated the effect of excitonic gates in enhancing exciton 
transport in organic semiconductor thin films, building off prior work applying these 
devices in photovoltaic cells. This chapter is focused on applying entropic and energetic 
excitonic gates in organic light-emitting devices to engineer charge and exciton profiles in 
organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs). 
8.1 Background 
Despite the enormous 
progress made in OLED 
performance, further 
improvements are still required 
for high brightness applications. 
One of the important issues that 
remains challenging is the 
decrease in OLED efficiency at 
high brightness (the efficiency 
roll-off, Fig. 8.1). The external 
quantum efficiency (𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸) is the 
Figure 8.1 External quantum efficiency as function 
of current density (mA/cm2) with significant roll-




ratio of photons emitted in the forward viewing direction divided by the number of charge 
carriers injected into the device. The roll-off originates from bimolecular exciton 
quenching mechanisms including exciton-exciton and exciton-polaron processes.92,102,275 
Besides the negative impact caused by efficiency roll-off on power consumption, it also 
reduces the device lifetime due to higher electrical stress needed to achieve same brightness 
level.93 
  High-efficiency OLEDs consists of three or more organic layers sandwiched 
between two electrodes. Figure 8.2 illustrates the basic structure and working principle of 
an OLED. By applying an external bias, holes and electrons are injected into the device 
and transported through hole and electron transport layers (HTL & ETL) to the host-guest 
emissive layer. Injected holes and electrons migrate to the emissive layer (EML) forming 
Figure 8.2  (a) Schematic representation of device architecture for an OLED. (b) 
Energy level diagram for an OLED. Holes and electrons are injected into the device 
and transported through the hole (HTL) and electron transport layers (ETL) 
respectively. Upon reaching the host-guest emissive layer (EML), they form excitons 




excitons. The EML layer consists of a matrix, which is either preferentially electron or hole 
transporting or can be ambipolar (conducting both electron and hole). The use of heavy 
metals increases the spin-orbit coupling between the exciton spin angular momentum and 
the orbital angular momentum and the triplet state becomes emissive (Figure 1c) leading 
to phosphorescence. In single emissive layer OLEDs, the exciton formation zone is usually 
narrow (around 2 to 10 nm), and is located towards one side of the EML.93,164,276. For high 
exciton and polaron densities in the EML, bimolecular quenching mechanisms such as 
triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) and triplet-polaron quenching (TPQ) may dominate 
recombination. 
  For TTA, two triplets annihilate to form an intermediate state X that can be 









→ 𝑆𝑛 + 𝑆𝑜 → 𝑆1 + 𝑆𝑜 
where 𝑇1 represents the triplet excited state, 𝑆1 the singlet excited state, and 𝑆𝑜 the ground 
state of the molecule. The rate constants for generation of singlets and triplets from TTA 
are given as 𝑘𝑇𝑇
𝑆  and 𝑘𝑇𝑇
𝑇 , respectively. For phosphorescent materials, the singlet state can 
be immediately converted to triplet state via strong spin orbit coupling. Since this 
effectively leads to formation of one triplet state from two triplets, the rate of triplet loss is 
1
2
𝑘𝑇𝑇. While the TTA process involves interaction between two triplet states, in the TPQ 
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→   𝑆𝑜 + 𝑒
−∗ 
where electron and hole quench triplet state with rate 𝑘𝑇𝑃,ℎ and 𝑘𝑇𝑃,𝑒respectively. The TPA 
mainly occurs via Förster energy transfer and no orbital overlap is required for this 
process.102 The time evolution of triplet population [T1] can be described using one-











2 − 𝑘𝑇𝑝[T1][𝑛𝑝] +
J
q W
   (8.1) 
where q is the electron charge, Q is the exciton recombination zone, J is the current density 
(proportional to triplet generation) and τ is the triplet exciton lifetime. The 𝑛𝑝 is the charge 
carrier density and can be expressed according to space charge limited current (SCLC) 
theory as:102,275 
𝑛𝑝 = 𝐶 𝐽
1
















where Nt is the density of trap states, Nc the density of states at the transport level, 𝑙 = 
Et/kT (Et, depth of trap states), 𝜇 is the carrier mobility and W is the exciton recombination 
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zone. The 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 for the OLED operation can be obtained from steady-state solution of Eq. 
8.1. For a single layer, the solution after Reineke et al. is: 102 
𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸
𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸𝑜






)  (8.3) 
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where 𝜂𝑜is the quantum efficiency in absence of TTA and TPA. It can be seen that the 
behavior of 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 depends upon the four parameters 𝑘𝑇𝑃, 𝑘𝑇𝑇, 𝜏 and W, which can be 
obtained experimentally. 
Based on the previous chapter, excitonic gates either energetic or entropic can be 
used as strategy to reduce the EQE roll-off by spatially separating charge carriers and 
excitons thereby reducing the overall excitonic density from the initial exciton 
recombination zone to an adjacent layer. An imbalance in energy transport rates at an 
interface can either arise from a difference in energy gap between the two layers or 
molecular site imbalance as demonstrated in Chapter 6. This chapter offer a combined 
theoretical-experimental study of the impact of exciton gating interface on efficiency role-
off in OLEDs, and hence, a practical assessment of these architectures for devices. 






8.2 Experimental Details 
Exciton transport is examined in single asymmetric architectures of OLED where 
exciton gates are formed by energy transfer to a fluorescent dopant in an adjacent layer as 
well as through molecular site imbalance across an interface (Fig. 8.3). Exciton transport 
is probed in the archetypical green phosphorescent Ir(ppy)3 OLED. Active materials of 4,4′-
Cyclohexylidenebis[N,N-bis(4-methylphenyl)benzenamine] (TAPC), 4,4-N,N′-
Dicarbazole-1,1′-biphenyl (CBP), 2,2',2"-(1,3,5-Benzinetriyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1-H-
benzimidazole) (TPBi), Ir(ppy)3 and 5,10,15,20-Tetraphenylbisbenz[5,6]indeno[1,2,3-
cd:1′,2′,3′-lm]perylene (DBP) are purchased from Luminescence Technology Corporation. 
ITO coated glass substrates are sequentially cleaned using tergitol, deionized water, 
acetone and isopropanol in a sonication bath. Substrates are then treated UV-zone ambient 
for 15 minutes prior to thin film deposition. The 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 is experimentally obtained by placing 
Figure 8.3 Schematic of single asymmetric architecture of OLED formed by Förster 
energy transfer from excitons formed in emissive layer to a fluorescent dopant (a) and 




the device on the surface of large area calibrated photodetector (a Hamamatsu detector, 
model S3584-08 is used here) such that one is able to collect all photons emitted in forward 
viewing direction. Steady-state electroluminescence spectra are acquired using an Ocean 
Optics HR4000 Spectrometer. Energy transfer between exciton in EML to dopant in an 
adjacent layer is characterized by measuring transient electroluminescence (EL). The pump 
voltage pulse is chosen to be around 100 ns, shorter than the radiative decay lifetime of the 
phosphorescent molecule and larger than the charging time of the OLED (~50 ns). 
8.3 Efficiency Roll-off Improvement in OLEDs  
In OLED, the exciton population in a single asymmetric energetic gate between 
phosphorescent emissive layer and an adjacent fluorescent emitter doped layer is given by: 
where the rate of energy transfer from the phosphorescent emitter in recombination zone 
to a fluorescent dopant is k𝐹, [S1] is the singlet population, τs is the fluorescent emitter  




+ kF + kTP C J
1/(l+1)). Figure 8.4 shows simulated normalized 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 as a function 
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fluorescent dopant in an adjacent 
layer. The 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 is simulated for 
green Ir(ppy)3 OLED with rate 
constants and exciton lifetime 
taken from the previously 
measured values as kTP  
= 3.3 × 10-13 cm3/s, kTT = 7.1 × 10-
12 cm3/s, 𝜏𝑝 = 6.9 × 10
-7 s.277 For 
the fluorescent dopant, a typical 
value of 𝜏𝑠 = 1 × 10
-9 s is assumed 
for the fluorescent lifetime. The 
increase in energy transfer rate kF 
to a fluorescent dopant results in a slower 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 roll-off in the phosphorescent layer due to 
decreased triplet-polaron and triplet-triplet quenching.Experimentally, the role of the 
energetic excitonic gate between phosphorescent EML and fluorescent dopant is examined 
in Ir(ppy)3-DBP system. Figure 8.5a-b show the device architecture and energy level of 
materials used for examining the energy transfer between Ir(ppy)3 and DBP. The distance 
between the two layers is varied while the overall thickness of the device is fixed. The 
Förster radius between 15 wt.% Ir(ppy)3 in CBP and 5 wt.% DBP in TAPC is 4.5 nm, 
calculated from Eq. 2.4 in Chapter 2. Figure 8.5d shows the steady-state 
electroluminescence spectra (normalized w.r.t peak) for various TAPC thickness at a 
Figure 8.4 Normalized 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 as a function of 
current density (mA/cm2) with no fluorophore 
(black line) and fluorophore (red and blue line) 
adjacent to Ir(ppy)3 layer. The kF is the rate of 




current density of 0.1 mA/cm2. An increase in TAPC thickness reduces the DBP emission 
which may reflect a decrease in Förster energy transfer from Ir(ppy)3 and DBP. At the same 
time, this can result from decrease in direct exciton generation on DBP layer since increase 
in spacer thickness will reduced the electron leakage into DBP dopant. In order to examine 
the origin of the observed trend in steady-state EL spectra, transient EL decays are carried 
out on the devices in Fig. 8.6a. Direct exciton generation in DBP would result in fast EL 
decay due to the short lifetime ~ 2 ns of DBP excitons.278 No fast EL decay component is 
Figure 8.5 (a) Device architecture for accessing the role of a single asymmetric 
energetic gate between the EML and a layer of HTL doped with a fluorophore. (b) 
Schematic of energy level diagram for the different layers in OLED (c) Extinction 
coefficients (k) of DBP and normalized PL of 15 wt.% Ir(ppy)3 in CBP and 5 wt.% DBP 





observed in Fig. 8.6a, representing the fact that the majority of excitons in DBP are 
generated by energy transfer from Ir(ppy)3. Figure 8.6b shows the 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 as a function of 
current density for various spacer layer thickness between Ir(ppy)3 and DBP layers. To 
evaluate the contribution of Ir(ppy)3 and DBP to overall 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸, the 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 is collected using 
a 600 nm short pass filter. The contribution of each individual layer is calculated from two 
external quantum efficiencies, 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 and 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸




+ (1 − 𝛼1) 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸
𝐷𝐵𝑃 = 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸
𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 600 𝑛𝑚
 (8.7 a) 
𝛼2 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸
𝐼𝑟(𝑝𝑝𝑦)3
+ (1 − 𝛼2) 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸
𝐷𝐵𝑃 = 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸  (8.7 b) 
Components 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 are calculate from EL spectrum at various current densities. Figure 
8.6c shows normalized 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 extracted for Ir(ppy)3 and DBP layer. The Ir(ppy)3 layer shows 
slower roll-off with J50 (current density at which the EQE drops to half of its maximum 
value) varying from 324 mA/cm2 for 5 nm TAPC to 450 mA/cm2 for 1 nm TAPC. While 
for DBP 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 start to roll-off from 0.1 mA/cm
2 with J50 of 10 mA/cm
2. The roll-off is 
Figure 8.6 (a) Transient EL decay from the device architecture in Fig. 8.3a to assess 
the energy transfer between Ir(ppy)3 and DBP. (b) Normalized EQE as a function of 





independent of the position of DBP doped in HTL, this can possibly be understood via long 
range singlet excitons quenching from the polarons. Previous studies have shown that 
singlet excitons can be quenched via Förster energy transfer with R0 ranging from 2.5 nm 
to 5 nm. 100,101,279 
Figure 8.7  (a) Device architecture for accessing the role of single asymmetric entropic 
gate formed by varying the concentration of Ir(ppy)3 in TAPC layer. (b) Schematic of 
energy level diagram for the different layers in OLED. (d) Normalized EQE as a 
function of current density for various concentration of Ir(ppy)3 in TAPC layer 
 
Figure 8.8 (a) Normalized electroluminescence curve measure for device architecture 
in 8.5(a) at 0.1 mA/cm2. (b) (d) Transient EL decay measured for different 




 Efficiency roll-off is also examined for single asymmetric excitonic gate formed by 
varying the concentration of Ir(ppy)3 in TAPC layer (Fig. 8.7a). Figure 8.7c shows the 
normalized 𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 as a function of current density for various concentration of Ir(ppy)3 in 
TAPC layer. Increase in Ir(ppy)3 concentration in TAPC results in slower roll-off with J50 
varying from 150 mA/cm2 for no Ir(ppy)3 concentration in TAPC layer to 470 mA/cm
2 for 
30 wt. % Ir(ppy)3 in TAPC. However, assessment of energy transfer could not be clearly 
distinct from direct generation of excitons in Ir(ppy)3 doped with TAPC layer from 
transient EL decay curve (Fig. 8.8). The variation in dopant concentration in TAPC will 
also change mobility of holes in HTL layer as well as plausible shift in recombination zone.  
8.4 Summary  
In this chapter, a practical assessment of the role of exciton gates in reducing the 
efficiency role-off in OLEDs is examined. Experimentally, Ir(ppy)3 is used as a testbed to 
experimentally examine the role of single asymmetric interfacial excitonic gates by energy 
transfer to a fluorescent dopant DBP representing energetic gate. The energy transfer to 
DBP reduces the role-off in Ir(ppy)3 due to a decrease in triplet-polaron quenching and 
triplet-triplet annihilation. Surprising the EQE roll off in the DBP layer is severe due to 
long range quenching of singlet excitons and polaron. Entropic interfacial excitonic gates 
are also examined for Ir(ppy)3 molecules, however the role of energy transfer to reduce 





9 Exciton Transport in Singlet Fission 
Materials 
This chapter is a summary and extension of unpublished work entitled “Device-based 
probe of triplet exciton diffusion in singlet-fission materials”. This work is being submitted 
to the journal of physical chemistry letters. The author acknowledges collaborator Tao 
Zhang for photocurrent-ratio methodology published in nature communications entitled 
“Intrinsic measurements of exciton transport in photovoltaic cells”206 as well as triplet 
diffusion length measurement of tetracene films as discussed in the last section of this 
chapter. This work is supported by National Science Foundation (NSF) Solid-State and 
Materials Chemistry under DMR-1708177 and Electronics, Photonics and Magnetic 
Devices under ECCS-1509121.  
9.1 Background 
Singlet fission is a photophysical process observed in organic semiconductors that 
converts a spin zero singlet exciton into two spin unity triplet excitons.94,95,280–283 The 
energetic requirement to observe singlet fission is that the triplet energy must be roughly 
half of the associated singlet energy (E(S1) ≈ 2E(T1)). Materials exhibiting singlet fission 
have received particular interest for applications in photoconversion. Used on their own, 
singlet fission absorbers are capable of generating two electrons from a single absorbed 
photon. When combined with conventional silicon-based photovoltaic cells, singlet-fission 
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materials offer a route to improve spectral coverage by direct charge generation or reduced 
thermalization loss via down conversion.96,97,284,285 The latter may involve coupling the 
singlet fission material to an infrared-emitting species, permitting the conversion of 
absorbed visible light into infrared radiation that can be efficiently absorbed by silicon. In 
such instances, the kinetics in moving from the singlet to the triplet to the emitter must be 
optimized for high efficiency. While the kinetics of singlet fission have been studied 
extensively, specific studies of triplet migration in these materials are more challenging, as 
it is difficult to isolate triplet transport from the initial fission event and the migration of 
any remaining singlets.  
Singlet fission is a multi-step process. A photogenerated singlet on one molecule 
interacts with a ground state neighboring molecule to form a correlated triplet pair.286–288 
The triplet pair separates into two individual mobile triplet excitons.95,280 Direct probing of 
triplet exciton diffusion cannot be carried out using conventional photoluminescence-based 
measurements since the generated triplets are not typically luminescent.188 Method 
discussed in Chapter 5 can be used to probe dark triplet excitons in singlet fission materials, 
however it will require near-infrared emitting(>1000 nm) quantum dots as a sensitizer 
since organic semiconductor sensitizer are not commercially unavailable. Measurement of 
exciton LD will be complicated by morphology of quantum dot film. 
As a result, prior work has utilized singlet exciton fluorescence as an indirect probe of 
triplet exciton diffusion in the limit of large triplet populations capable of singlet formation 
via triplet-triplet fusion.188,289,290 In these measurements, singlet diffusion, triplet diffusion, 
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singlet fission, and triplet fusion 
may all take place, complicating 
the interpretation of the 
subsequent exciton dynamics. 
While non-device-based 
methods such as ultrafast 
transient absorption microscopy 
(TAM)189,190,223 are capable of probing the intrinsic diffusion length of both non-radiative 
triplets as well as mobile singlets in fission materials, however, the measurement takes 
place at high photon flux which requires taking into account various bimolecular 
recombination rate such as triplet-triplet annihilation, singlet-triplet quenching, and triplet-
triplet fusion. The measurement of the exciton diffusion length is limited by the spatial 
resolution of TAM which is dictated by noise due to laser fluctuation as well as detection 
system. It is for these reasons; that in this chapter a device-based methodology capable of 
specifically probing triplet diffusion in singlet-fission materials that is independent of the 
efficiency of singlet fission or the presence of singlet diffusion. In addition, this method 
can be applied at low enough light fluence to avoid complexities associated with triplet-
triplet fusion. While this method has been previously demonstrated on both emissive and 
dark organic semiconductors, it has not previously been applied to systems where there are 
potentially multiple diffusing species.157,206 In this chapter, extensively studied singlet 
fission material 5,12-bis((triisopropylsilyl)ethynyl)-tetracene (TIPS-tetracene) is 
Figure 9.1 Molecular structure of (a) TIPS-tetracene 
and (b) PtPc used in this chapter 
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considered, characterized by singlet and triplet populations in equilibrium.291 TIPS-
tetracene, having same molecular core as tetracene but is made compatible to solution-
based deposition techniques via addition of triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) side groups (Fig. 9.1a). 
The singlet fission in TIPS-tetracene have been extensively studied both in solid state as 
well as in solution.292–295 It is endothermic by about 200 meV and the triplet pair separation 
time is highly sensitive to crystal packing.294 In order to directly probe triplet exciton 
diffusion, a triplet injection layer is used to selectively excite the triplet states and isolate 
triplet transport from other processes. 
9.2 Experimental Details 
Platinum phthalocyanine (PtPc) (Fig. 9.1b), and 1,4,5,8,9,11-hexaazatriphenylene 
hexacarbonitrile (HATCN) are purchased from Luminescence Technology Corporation. 
TIPS-tetracene is supplied by Dr. Simon Dowland and Prof. Akshay Rao at the University 
of Cambridge. For thickness-dependent photoluminescence (PL) quenching 
measurements, a unity quenching efficiency is assumed for HATCN due to the favorable 
energy offset for electron transfer from donor material.206,231 Photoluminescence spectra 
are collected using a Photon Technology International QuantaMaster 400 Fluorometer 
equipped with a photomultiplier detection system. Thin film samples are pumped using a 
monochromated Xe arc lamp at an angle of 70o from substrate normal under N2 purge. 
Device external quantum efficiency is calculated from the short-circuit current under 
monochromatic light illumination using a 300 W Oriel Xe lamp, a monochromator, an 
optical chopper wheel, and an SR-810 lock-in amplifier. Film thicknesses, reflectance and 
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transmittance spectra are measured using a J. A. Woollam variable-angle spectroscopic 
ellipsometer. Reflectance spectra are measured at an angle of 15o to the substrate normal. 
Optical constants are obtained from fitting transmittance (normal incidence) and 
reflectance spectra. Organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) are fabricated on indium-tin-oxide 
(ITO)-coated glass substrates. The substrates are subsequently cleaned in tergitol solution, 
deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol, followed by exposure to UV-ozone ambient. 
Thin film layers are deposited at room temperature using high vacuum thermal evaporation 
at a deposition pressure of <9 × 10-7 Torr. Donor TIPS-tetracene is deposited at 0.2 nm/s. 
9.3 IQE Ratio Methodology 
The singlet fission process in organic semiconductor materials can be classified as 
exothermic or endothermic based on the energetic alignment between the singlet energy 
and twice the triplet energy. The process is exothermic for materials such as pentacene, 
where the singlet energy exceeds that of the triplet pair (E(S1) > 2E(T1)).
296 This leads to 
the rapid and complete conversion of the singlet state, meaning only the triplet will 
contribute to photocurrent in an OPV when paired with an acceptor such as C60.
297 For 
endothermic materials such as tetracene or TIPS-tetracene,296 the conversion is incomplete 
due to slower and thus both states may contribute to photocurrent in an OPVs.298 
Photocurrent based measurement previously as described in chapter 4 is often used to 
measure exciton LD of non-luminescent dark excitonic materials.
158,159,169,201–206 The 
extraction of LD by fitting OPV external quantum efficiency (𝜂EQE) spectra often yield an 
underestimate due to interfacial charge transfer (CT) state recombination prior to charge 
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collection. The photocurrent-ratio methodology overcomes this limitation by instead fitting 
a ratio of donor-to-acceptor internal quantum efficiency (𝜂IQE). The ratio cancels out the 
unknown efficiency of CT state separation (𝜂𝐶𝑆) since these losses are independent of 
where the exciton is initially generated.299,300 The free carrier collection efficiency is 
assumed to be unity at short-circuit, consistent with previous work.207,219,301 The internal 
















where 𝜂𝑇 is the triplet yield and here represents the overall efficiency of converting singlets 
into mobile triplets via fission. The donor diffusion efficiency (𝜂𝐷
𝐷) will vary with donor 
thickness while the acceptor diffusion efficiency (𝜂𝐷
𝐴) will be constant. Since 𝜂T is not 
Figure 9.2 (a) Energy levels for direct injection measurement of TIPS-tetracene triplet 




expected to vary with donor layer film thickness, it is grouped with 𝜂𝐷
𝐴 to create a single 
thickness-independent fit parameter. Thus, the shape of 𝜂IQE ratio as a function of donor 
thickness is determined by donor 𝜂𝐷
𝐷 (numerator) and LD. Thus the 𝜂IQE ratio is fit to yield 
the donor LD and the ratio 𝜂𝐷
𝐴/𝜂𝑇. If 𝜂𝑇 is known, the acceptor LD may also be determined. 
For endothermic materials, photocurrent-ratio methodology157,206 can be modified to 
treat materials where the fission efficiency is not known a priori by selectively injecting 
triplets into the fission material. For example, a triplet injection layer of PtPc (T1 = 1.28 
eV)302 can be used to selectively inject triplets into TIPS-tetracene (1.25 eV)294 (Fig. 9.2a) 
via Dexter transfer, circumventing altogether the generation, diffusion, and fission of 
singlets. When injection layer is considered, the ratio is no longer between donor and 















where 𝜂𝑇 reflects the efficiency with which triplets are formed in the injector and injected 
into TIPS-tetracene. As triplet energy transfer is typically short-range, triplet exciton 
generation in TIPS-tetracene is assumed to occur only in the first monolayer. The donor 
diffusion efficiency (𝜂𝐷
𝐼 ) will vary with donor thickness while the acceptor diffusion 
efficiency (𝜂𝐷
𝐴) will be constant. Since 𝜂T is not expected to vary with donor layer film 
thickness, it is grouped with 𝜂𝐷
𝐴 to create a single thickness-independent fit parameter. 




(numerator) and LD. Thus the 
𝜂IQE ratio is fit to yield the 
donor LD and the ratio 𝜂𝐷
𝐴/𝜂𝑇. 
If 𝜂𝑇 is known, the acceptor 
LD may also be determined.  
In TIPS-tetracene, the 
functionalization of tetracene 
core changes the ionization 
potential for charge carriers in 
thin films by 0.38 eV.303 
Therefore with TIPS-tetracene, commonly used acceptor material C60 cannot be used due 
to higher value of CT state energy (1.5 eV estimated from HOMO and LUMO energy level) 
than TIPS-tetracene triplet energy (1.25 eV).294 HATCN is selected as an acceptor layer to 
dissociate TIPS-tetracene triplets due to its deeper LUMO energy level of 5 eV304 
compared to C60 (4.3 eV)
305, with the CT state energy lower than the TIPS-tetracene triplet 
energy (Fig. 9.3).305 Figure 9.2b shows the extinction coefficients of TIPS-tetracene, 
HATCN, and PtPc. Figure 9.4a shows the OPV architecture for measurement of 𝜂EQE for 
various TIPS-tetracene thickness. The 𝜂EQE are measured for both thermal evaporated 
TIPS-Tetracene layers (Fig. 9.4b) and spin coated films, however the triplet LD could not 
be probed for solution deposited films due to low reproducibility and plausible morphology  
 
Figure 9.3 Schematic of energy levels and CT sate 





Figure 9.4 (a) Device architecture for TIPS-tetracene triplet LD measurements. (b) The 
ηEQE spectra measured at short-circuit for different TIPS-tetracene layer thicknesses. (c) 
The ηA spectra of the different active layers calculated using a transfer matrix model. (d) 
The ηIQE spectra calculated by dividing the ηEQE spectra with the ηA spectra in (b). (e) 




variation between different film thicknesses. The 𝜂IQE (Fig. 9.4 d) is obtained by diving 
𝜂EQE (Fig. 9.4 b) with absorption efficiency ηA (Fig. 9.4 c). The injection layer 𝜂IQE is 
extracted at λ = 650 nm (in the absence of absorption from TIPS-tetracene and HATCN), 
while the acceptor 𝜂IQE is extracted at λ = 345 nm. Fitting the triplet injector-acceptor 𝜂IQE 
ratio as a function of TIPS-tetracene thickness yields a LD of (3.3 ± 0.4) nm (Fig. 9.4e). 
For comparison, the singlet LD is also measured with thickness-dependent PL quenching 
technique (Figure 9.5), as previously described in Chapter 4, yields a triplet LD of 
(7.1 ± 1.4) nm. 
A triplet LD of (32.1  2.6) nm is extracted from vacuum deposited film tetracene films 
by group member Tao Zhang using similar photocurrent ratio methodology (unpublished). 
The triplet lifetime in polycrystalline tetracene films has been show to range from (40-200) 
Figure 9.5  (a) Architectures for TIPS-tetracene singlet LD measurements. Films are all 
pumped with λ = 470 nm light with an incident angle of 70°. (b) Representative PL 
spectra (10-nm-thick TIPS-tetracene) for the samples in (a). (c) The PL ratio of TIPS-





ns depending upon the morphology306, which results in a diffusivity of (0.5×10-4 to 
2.50×10-4 ) cm2s-1. While for TIPS-tetracene, a triplet lifetime of 570 ns 294 results in a 
diffusivity of (1.9×10-7) cm2s-1. A factor of 10 difference in triplet LD between TIPS-
tetracene and tetracene is consistent with Chapter 6 studying the effect of functionalization 
on triplet diffusion length in a phenanthroline based molecules.245 The difference in triplet 
LD can be understood using a Dexter transfer mechanism where energy transfer scales 
exponentially with intermolecular spacing. In thin film, previous studies have shown that 
the herringbone arrangement of tetracene molecule results in an average molecular 
densities of 3.34 nm-3,307,308 while loose 1D chain type of arrangement in polycrystalline 
TIPS-tetracene thin film results in an molecular density of 1.10 nm-3 with little overlap 
between tetracene cores.294 The value of average intermolecular spacing (d) as determined 




 ) varies in increasing order as of 6.69 
for tetracene and 9.69 Å for TIPS-tetracene respectively. If we assume that optical overlap 
is similar for these molecules, the ratio of diffusivity derived from Dexter transfer energy 
transfer (Eq. 2.8 and 2.9) is equivalent to experimental value for the molecular orbital 
radius of 0.38 Å. This value is consistent with the value of molecular orbital radius we 
calculated for phenanthroline molecules. Other factors such as crystalline order in TIPS-
tetracene film can also play a critical role in exciton transport. Previously, systematic study 
of crystalline order and singlet exciton diffusion have shown enhancement in LD from (6.5 
+ 1.0) nm to (21.5 + 2.5) nm for increase in grain size to 0 to 400 nm for PTCDA films.146 
This increment is caused due to decrease in non-radiative quenching of excitons at grain 
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boundaries. Similar effect can also play a role between tetracene and TIPS-tetracene for 
triplet excitons. The film morphology and processing condition also plays a critical in 
determining the triplet transport in singlet fission materials.223 
9.4 Summary 
In this chapter, a study to probe triplet LD using a photocurrent ratio method with a 
triplet injector for endothermic singlet fission material, TIPS-tetracene is presented. The 
method allows simple estimate of triplet LD length in isolation of singlet diffusion, triplet 
fusion and singlet fission taking place in the material. By measuring the IQE ratio for the 
material of interest, triplet LD of (3.3 ± 0.4) nm is obtained for TIPS-tetracene. The low 
triplet LD of TIPS-tetracene as compared to tetracene (32.1  2.6) nm is understood using 













10 Future Work 
In Chapter 5, a sensitizer approach to probe long-lived dark exciton transport has been 
established. Further, a systematic study in determining the impact of subtle changes in 
molecular structure on the singlet and triplet exciton diffusion lengths is presented. Future 
work is envisioned that leverages the sensitizer-based approach for various studies such as 
studying the effect of molecular orientation on dark triplet LD, and measurement of dark 
CT state transport in donor-acceptor mixtures. 
10.1 Impact of Molecular Orientation on Exciton Diffusion 
In small molecule OLEDs, vacuum deposited amorphous films are generally used for 
their simplicity in fabricating multilayer structure with flat interfaces and high purity. In 
amorphous thin films molecular orientation is generally assumed to be random and 
isotropic. Recent studies have investigated the effect of intermolecular interaction and 
subsequent horizontal molecular orientation in OLEDs.309–311 Yokoyama et al. has shown 
that by designing a family of isomers with 2-methylpyrimidine core structure molecules to 
Figure 10.1 Molecular structures of (a) 4,6-Bis(3,5-di(pyridin-2-yl)phenyl)-2-
methylpyrimidine (B2PymPm), (b) 4,6-Bis(3,5-di(pyridin-3-yl)phenyl)-2-
methylpyrimidine (B3PymPm) and (c) 4,6-Bis(3,5-di(pyridin-4-yl)phenyl)-2-






hydrogen bonds, one 
can control molecular 
stacking in vacuum-
deposited organic thin 
films (Fig. 10.1 and Fig. 
10.2).312 In their study, 
they provided a 
systematic contrast in 
molecular orientation 
and permanent dipole 
due to differences in 
intermolecular hydrogen 
bonding.312 The horizontal alignment of molecules via hydrogen bonding lead to 100 times 
improvement in carrier mobility in direction of stacking in thin film (Fig. 10.2). The 
question, remains how molecular stacking and orientation will rigorously affect the exciton 
LD. For singlet excitons, the order is contained in the molecular orientation factor, 𝜅2, 
which represents orientation between transition dipole moments of donor and acceptor 
molecules. The 𝜅2 in Förster energy transfer rate (Eq. 2.4) is defined as: 
𝜅2 = [cos(𝜃𝐴𝐷) − 3 cos( 𝜃𝐴) cos(𝜃𝐷)]
2   (10.1) 
Figure 10.2  (a) Dependences of electron mobilities of B2–
B4PyMPM films on electric field obtained by TOF 
measurements at 298K b) Schematic illustration of the 
effects of the molecular orientation and the permanent 
dipole moment on the electrical properties of the 
B2PyMPM, B3PyMPM and B4PyMPM devices. The 
B3PyMPM and B4PyMPM molecules are bound by the 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds and form the stacking 
structure in the films. The arrows in the molecules indicate 
the large permanent dipole moments of the molecules. 
(Reprinted by permission from John Wiley and Sons: 




where 𝜃𝐴𝐷 is the angle between donor and acceptor transition dipoles and 𝜃𝐴, 𝜃𝐷 are 
the angle between respective 
dipole of the molecule and the 
molecular stacking direction. For 
randomly oriented rigid 
molecules 𝜅2 has a value of 
0.476 80. The value of 𝜅2 ranges 
between 0 and 4 (Fig. 10.3). For 
perfectly aligned molecules, the 
value of 𝜅2 increases only for 
certain stacking direction and 
goes to zero for the at 54.7°. The 
𝜅2 is also zero for the completely orthogonal transition dipole moments. For Dexter type 
energy transfer, the exciton hopping requires orbital overlap with adjacent acceptor 
molecules. Hence, there can be no energy transfer if the orbitals between molecules are 
perfectly orthogonal. The optimal molecular stacking for Dexter and Förster energy 
transfer may not necessarily be same. 
For the family of isomers presented in Fig. 10.1, phosphorescent sensitizer 
methodology and thickness dependent PL quenching can help to probe triplet and singlet 
states respectively. With the sensitizer-based approach of Ch. 5 excitons can be injected 
from an adjacent thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) injector 9-(4-(4,6- 
Figure 10.3 Dipole orientation factor (𝜅2) in Förster 






with a triplet energy of 2.95 eV 313 (Fig 10.4). The injected excitons that diffuse through 
the full thickness of the transport layer is sensed by energy transfer to phosphorescent 
Ir(ppy)3 layer.  
 
10.2 Measurement of Dark CT state transport 
In OPVs, CT states are the intermediates that are generated when excitons reach the 
donor-acceptor interface. In BHJ OPVs, CT states are formed in disordered D-A mixtures. 
The 𝜂𝐶𝑆 of CT state depends on both material properties (i.e. conjugation length, energetic 
offset and reorganization energy) and film properties (degree of crystallinity, alignment of 
molecular orbital of donor and acceptor).314 If CT states can diffuse within the mixture, 
Figure 10.4 Molecular structures of (a) TADF injector Cz-TRZ4 and (b) 
phosphorescent sensitizer Ir(ppy)3. (c) A generalized scheme for probing the diffusion 
length of non-radiative triplet excitons in family of isomers presented in Fig. 10.1. 
Excitons are injected into the transport layer by energy transfer from an adjacent TADF 
injection layer. Excitons diffuse through the material of interest (transport layer) before 
undergoing energy transfer to the phosphorescent sensitizer layer. The triplet energy 
levels of the three layers are selected to ensure downhill energy transfer from the 




they might be able to reach other sites where charge separation is easier. Thus, a long-range 
CT migration can potentially facilitate free charge carrier generation and reduce geminate 
losses in OPVs.  
Previously, these states were assumed to be immobile, however recent studies have 
observed their diffusion.315,316 Deotare et al. measured the diffusion of emissive CT states 
in a mixtures of m-MTDATA-3TPYMB and reported a LD of 5-10 nm for these states. Most 
Figure 10.5 Molecular structures of (a) C60, SubPc, injector C545T and 
phosphorescent sensitizer PtNTBP. (b) Scheme for probing the diffusion length of 
non-radiative CT exciton in SubPc:C60 mixture. Excitons are injected into the SubPc 
by energy transfer from an adjacent C545T injection layer. The exciton in SubPc 
forms a CT state with C60 and will diffuse through SubPc:C60 mixture before 




of the CT states found in OPVs are optically dark at room temperature.68,69,317–320 
Conventional photoluminescence-based techniques are inadequate in measuring the LD of 
these states. The phosphorescent sensitizer methodology presented in Chapter 5 can be 
used to measure the diffusion length of dark CT states. Figure 10.5 illustrates the proposed 
dark CT state formed for a mixture of boron subphthalocyanine chloride (SubPc) and C60. 
The CT state energy of the system as previously determined from bulk heterojunction 
electroluminescence as 1.55 eV.69 Excitons can be injected into SubPc by Förster energy 
transfer from an adjacent C545T injection layer. The exciton in SubPc will form a CT state 
and diffuse through the full thickness of the mixed SubPc:C60 layer before undergoing 
energy transfer to the phosphorescent Pt (II) aza-triphenyltetrabenzoporphyrin 
Figure 10.6
 
Comparison of normalized absorption (filled) and photoluminescence 
(open) spectra of PtTPTBP used in Chapter 6, PtNTBP, and cis-PtN2TBP in a dilute 
solution of tetrahydrofuran at room temperature. (Reprinted by permission from AIP 




(PtNTBP)321 sensitizer. Besides the selection of active materials, changing mixture 
composition can also tune charge transport properties and thus impact CT diffusion if the 
transport mechanism relies on charge carrier motion. With a growing capability of tuning 
CT state diffusion, it would be necessary to also explore the impact of CT state diffusion 
on the performance of organic optoelectronic devices. For OPVs, understanding whether 
CT state diffusion helps or frustrates charge separation could have important implications 


















This thesis explores fundamental questions related to the measurement and engineering 
of the excited state in organic semiconductor thin films. In Chapter 5, a novel sensitizer-
based technique is established to probe dark, long-lived triplet states. In this technique the 
ability to selectively pump singlet and triplet states by varying the injection layer helped to 
unravel the role of spin transport for a given material. The validity of the technique is 
confirmed by first extracting the LD of luminescent singlet excitons in thin films of Alq3, 
and comparing the result to conventional photoluminescence measurements. Chapter 6 
offers insight into the role of molecular structure in exciton transport in phenanthroline 
derivatives. A study connecting the measured singlet and triplet exciton diffusion length 
with changes in molecular structure and intermolecular spacing was presented. 
Novel solar cell architecture is developed in Chapter 7 that exploits exciton gating to 
bias exciton migration in organic semiconductor thin films. The excitonic gates are 
experimentally created through a molecular site imbalance via dilution in a wide energy 
gap material. The effectiveness of these gates is demonstrated by injecting excitons from 
the most dilute layer and measuring the excitons collected from the neat layer. The 
incorporation of interfaces introduces asymmetry in exciton hopping thereby overcoming 
the diffusive nature of energy transport. Chapter 8 offers insight into the role of excitonic 
gates in overcoming the efficiency roll-off at high brightness.  
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A device-based methodology is presented in Chapter 9, capable of specifically probing 
triplet diffusion in singlet-fission materials that is independent of the efficiency of singlet 
fission or the presence of singlet diffusion. Furthermore, the method is applied at low light 
fluence to avoid the complexities associated with triplet-triplet fusion. Finally, Chapter 10 
presents future directives that leverages the techniques developed in this thesis for various 
studies such as studying the effect of molecular orientation on dark triplet LD, and 
measurement of dark CT state transport in donor-acceptor mixture.  
The result from this thesis provide insights in building efficient organic optoelectronic 
devices. The novel sensitizer technique in Chapter 5 can enable efficient screening of 
materials for long triplet LD which is critical for OPVs architectures employing triplet 
excitons. The role of subtle changes in molecular structure on the singlet and triplet exciton 
LD in Chapter 6 provide understanding of molecular design for long exciton LD. The 
exciton gating architectures in Chapter 7 enabled efficient exciton transport in organic 
semiconductor films. The device-based methodology presented in Chapter 9 can enable 
efficient screening of singlet-fission materials that can be used in OPVs. It is hoped that 
this thesis allows others to deepen their understanding in building efficient organic 
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D: Supporting Information for Chapter 5 
Outcoupled Photoluminescence Efficiency Ratio 
The outcoupled PL efficiency can be calculated by direct injection of excitons into 







    (D1) 
where ∆𝑃𝐿𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟 and ∆𝑃𝐿𝐼𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟are the change in photoluminescence (PL) of the 
injector and sensitizer layers in the case when the two layers are adjacent to each other and 
when each layer is replaced by the wide gap exciton blocking layer. 





































Figure D2 The simulated outcoupled photoluminescence efficiency ratio of injector and 
sensitizer (𝜂𝐼𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑃𝐿 /𝜂𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟
𝑃𝐿 ) for (a) Alq3 singlet measurement (b) C545T singlet 
measurement (c) NPD triplet measurement and (d) Alq3 or BAlq triplet measurement as a 
function of active layer thickness using Setfos 4.6 (Fluxim) software. 
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E: Supporting Information for Chapter 6 
Figure E1: Photoluminescence spectra of quenched and unquenched sample of (a) BPhen 
(b) BPhen-Cl2 (c) BCP. 
 
Figure E2: The simulated outcoupled photoluminescence efficiency ratio (𝜂𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑖𝑐
𝑃𝐿 /𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑂𝐸𝑃
𝑃𝐿 ) 
of FIrpic and PtOEP as a function of active layer thickness using Setfos 4.6 (Fluxim) 
software. The structure is simulated for FIrpic/active layer (x nm)/5 wt.% PtOEP, where 
the active layer is BPhen and its derivatives. The outcoupled photoluminescence efficiency 
ratios are same for all the three active layers due to similarity in optical constants. 
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F: Supporting Information for Chapter 7 
Outcoupled Photoluminescence Efficiency Ratio 
 
The transport efficiency (ηT) in Fig. 7.6b is extracted by comparing the 
photoluminescence from the injector and sensitizer layers in the case where the gating 
structure is present, and where it is replaced with an exciton blocking layer. In this way, 
the increase (decrease) in photoluminescence from the sensitizer (injector) due to energy 
transfer can be isolated from direct optical excitation (i.e. the case of an exciton blocking 
layer in place of the gating structure). The architectures associated with these 












𝑂𝐶     (F1) 
Similarly, the architectures used to measure the outcoupled PL efficiency ratio are 
shown in Fig. F1b. The 4P-NPB injection layer is adjacent to the sensitizer layer of 5 wt.% 
PtTPTBP diluted in UGH2, allowing for the direct injection of excitons into sensitizer. 
Thus, the exciton injection rate from 4P-NPB is equal to the exciton collection rate at the 
layer containing PtTPTBP. The rate of injection is calculated from Fig. F2 based on the 
reduction in PL from 4P-NPB (𝑃𝐿4𝑃−𝑁𝑃𝐵) when adjacent to the sensitizer layer 
(𝑃𝐿𝑃𝑡𝑇𝑃𝑇𝐵𝑃
4𝑃−𝑁𝑃𝐵 ). The corresponding collection rate is extracted from the measured increase in 
PL from PtTPTBP (𝑃𝐿𝑃𝑡𝑇𝑃𝑇𝐵𝑃 ) when adjacent to 4P-NPB (𝑃𝐿4𝑃−𝑁𝑃𝐵
𝑃𝑡𝑇𝑃𝑇𝐵𝑃).  






















4𝑃−𝑁𝑃𝐵 = 0.79   (F3) 
where 𝜂4𝑃−𝑁𝑃𝐵
𝑃𝐿  and 𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑇𝑃𝑇𝐵𝑃
𝑃𝐿  are the PL efficiencies of 4P-NPB and 5 wt.% PtTPTBP 
diluted in UGH2, 𝜂4𝑃−𝑁𝑃𝐵
𝑂𝐶  and 𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑇𝑃𝑇𝐵𝑃




Figure F1: (a) Generalized scheme for measuring transport efficiency in Fig. 7.6b. The 
C545T (n layers) represents multiple interfacial gates as illustrated in Fig. 7.2a. (b) 
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Architecture for extracting the outcoupled PL efficiency ratio of 4P-NPB and 5 wt.% 
PtTPTBP in UGH2.  
 
Figure F2: Photoluminescence spectra for the structures of Fig. F1b used to measure the 






G: Optical Transfer Matrix Code (Matlab) 
% Modeling Photocurrent action spectra of Photovoltaic Devices 
RI=xlsread('RI.xlsx',1); %optical constants 
spectrum=xlsread('SS.xlsx',1); 



















L1=10.7; % difussion length inside SubPC 
L2=15;% diffusion length inside C60 





% Fresnel reflection coefficients  
rs=zeros(1,m-1,n); 
rp=zeros(1,m-1,n); 
% Fresnel Transmission Coefficents  
ts=zeros(1,m-1,n); 
tp=zeros(1,m-1,n); 
% Interface Materix 
Is=zeros(2,2,m-1,n); 
Ip=zeros(2,2,m-1,n); 















for p=1:n % Iterating at each wavelength 
  
% s polarized or TE Waves (Electric field perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence) 
for i=1:m; 







% p polarized or TM Waves (Electric field parallel to the plane of 
incidence) 
for i=2:m; 










  Is(:,:,i,p)=[1, rs(1,i,p);rs(1,i,p),1]/ts(1,i,p); 





 Ls(:,:,k,p)=[exp(-E*1i) 0; 0 exp(E*1i)]; 
 Lp(:,:,k,p)=[exp(-E*1i) 0; 0 exp(E*1i)]; 
end 
  



















%To get index for lamda 
if RI(p,1)==lamda 






% Calculation of internal electric field in layer j 
























  Ss_j1(:,:,u)=[1,0;0,1]; 
  Ss_j2(:,:,u)=[1,0;0,1]; 
  Sp_j1(:,:,u)=[1,0;0,1]; 
  Sp_j2(:,:,u)=[1,0;0,1]; 
   
  
  





  end  
  
  





























































   
  Io=0.5*c*eo*spectrum(p,3)*Eo^2*exp(-R*spectrum(p,4)*3*10^6); 
   











% Exciton Transport-- Difussion Equation 
  
  
N1=[]; n_x=[]; N1d=[]; 
  
ph=(Io*RI(p,1))/(1.986*10^2); % Number of incident photons at the 




 i=3; %% 1% SubPc Layer 
     















t1=0.8; % Quantum efficiency of exciton generation 



















N(1,k)=K1*RF*((A * exp(-b*x(k))+B* exp(b*x(k))+exp(-a*x(k))+ C1 *exp(a 
* x(k))+ C2 * cos((4*pi*RI(p,2*(i+1))*(d(i)-x(k))/RI(p,1))+ delta))); 
Nd(1,k)=K1*RF*((-b*A * exp(-b*x(k))+B*b* exp(b*x(k))-a*exp(-a*x(k))+ 














i=4; %% C60 Layer 
  


































N(1,k)=K2*RF*double((A * exp(-b*x(k))+B* exp(b*x(k))+exp(-a*x(k))+ C1 
*exp(a * x(k))+ C2 * cos((4*pi*RI(p,2*(i+1))*(d(i)-x(k))/RI(p,1))+ 
delta))); 
Nd(1,k)=K2*RF*double((-b*A * exp(-b*x(k))+B*b* exp(b*x(k))-a*exp(-

































plot(n_x,N1d*10^14);   










































% hold on  
% plot(RI(1:n,1),EQE_ss(:)); 
 hold on  
% plot(RI(1:n,1),EQE_ss(:)); 





















H: Kinetic Monte Carlo Code (C++) 
// Created by Deepesh Rai on 05/09/18. 
// Copyright Â© 2018 Deepesh Rai. All rights reserved. 
  
#include <fstream> //Input/output stream class to operate on files 
#include <iostream> // Header that defines the standard input/output 
stream objects 
#include <sstream> //Header providing string stream classes 
#include <string> //Strings are objects that represent sequences of 
characters. 
#include <vector> //Vectors are sequence containers representing arrays 
that can change in size 
#include <cmath> //declares a set of functions to compute common 
mathematical operations and transformations 
#include "mtrand.h"// Mersemne Twister Random number generator 
#include <iomanip> //Header providing parametric manipulators 
#include<stdlib.h> 
//#include "mex.h" 
using namespace std; // A namespace is like adding a new group name to 
which you can add functions and other data, so that it will become 
distinguishable. If we come across an object name that doesn't exist in 
our current namespace, check if there exists a namespace std in which 
it does exist, and use that object. 
  
int Quenched1(double *kFnoneTrig) 
{ 
   
  std::vector<int> UGH_thickness= {2,4,6,8,10,15,20,30,40,50}; // If we 
want to vary the thickness of particular layer 
   
   
  int nwave=1; //number of wavlength to be scanned for 
  int lamda[nwave]; 
  int startwavelength=355; 
  //Output variable 
  double EQE[nwave]; 
  double current[nwave]; 
   
  double etaD[nwave]; // Diffusion Efficiency 
  double etaA[nwave]; 
  double etaT[nwave]; // Transport Efficiency 
   
  double timer[nwave]; 
  double intensity_factor=3.320; 
  int thickness=0; 
  int global=0; 
  thickness=UGH_thickness.size(); 
 // thickness=9; 
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  // 
  for(int l=0;l<thickness;l++) 
  { 
     
     
    for (int wavelength=0; wavelength<nwave;wavelength++) 
    { 
       
      // Input variables 
       
      clock_t tStart = clock(); //Returns the processor time consumed 
by the program 
       
      //No of material layer 
      const int nlayer=4; // Number of layer in the structure 
      double a=UGH_thickness[l]; 
      double materialthickness[nlayer]={5,a,2,3}; // Thickness of each 
layer 
       
      double totalmaterial_thickness=0; 
       
      for(int i=0;i<nlayer;i++) 
      { 
        
totalmaterial_thickness=totalmaterial_thickness+materialthickness[i]; 
      } 
       
      double binthickness[nlayer]={1,1,1,1}; //size of bins 
       
       
      int numbins[nlayer];// Number of bins in each layer 
       
      int totalbins=0;//total number of bins 
       
      for(int i=0;i<nlayer;i++) 
      { 
        numbins[i]=floor(materialthickness[i]/binthickness[i]); 
        totalbins=totalbins+numbins[i]; 
        cout<<"\n"<<numbins[i]; 
      } 
      cout<<"totalbins"<<totalbins<<endl; 
       
      MTRand_closed mt(time(NULL)); // random number generator taking 
the current time as seed 
      //srand(time(NULL)); 
       
      //other device parameters 
      double pi=3.14159; 
      double devicearea = pow(1E-3,2)*pi; 
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      // Wavelength to be scanned for 
      lamda[wavelength]=startwavelength+wavelength;// increment by one 
at each wavelength loop 
      current[wavelength]=0; 
      cout<<" start wavelength"<<" "<<lamda[wavelength]<<"\n"; 
       
      double ndisoc=0; // number of dissociated excitons 
      double ninjected=0; 
      double lifetime[nlayer]={1E-9,1E-9,1E-9,1E-9};// exciton lifetime 
in each layer 
       
       
       
      /*Ro[0][0]=2; // Self Foster radius of layer 1 
      Ro[0][1]=3.27; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 2 
      Ro[0][2]=3.27; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 3 
      Ro[0][3]=3.27; // Self Foster radius of layer 1 and layer 4 
      Ro[0][4]=3.27; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 5 
      Ro[0][5]=3.27; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 6 
      Ro[0][6]=3.212; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 7th 
       
       
      Ro[1][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 1 
      Ro[1][1]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 2 
      Ro[1][2]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 3 
      Ro[1][3]=1.51; // Self Foster radius of layer 2 and layer 4 
      Ro[1][4]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 5 
      Ro[1][5]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 6 
      Ro[1][6]=2.78; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 7th 
       
       
      Ro[2][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 1 
      Ro[2][1]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 2 
      Ro[2][2]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 3 
      Ro[2][3]=1.51; // Self Foster radius of layer 3 and layer 4 
      Ro[2][4]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 5 
      Ro[2][5]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 6 
      Ro[2][6]=2.78; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 7th 
       
      Ro[3][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 1 
      Ro[3][1]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 2 
      Ro[3][2]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 3 
      Ro[3][3]=1.51; // Self Foster radius of layer 4 and layer 4 
      Ro[3][4]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 5 
      Ro[3][5]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 6 
      Ro[3][6]=2.78; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 7th 
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      Ro[4][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 1 
      Ro[4][1]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 2 
      Ro[4][2]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 3 
      Ro[4][3]=1.51; // Self Foster radius of layer 5 and layer 4 
      Ro[4][4]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 5 
      Ro[4][5]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 6 
      Ro[4][6]=2.78; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 7th 
       
      Ro[5][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 1 
      Ro[5][1]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 2 
      Ro[5][2]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 3 
      Ro[5][3]=1.51; // Self Foster radius of layer 6 and layer 4 
      Ro[5][4]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 5 
      Ro[5][5]=1.51; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 6 
      Ro[5][6]=2.78; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 7th 
       
      Ro[6][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 1 
      Ro[6][1]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 2 
      Ro[6][2]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 3 
      Ro[6][3]=0; // Self Foster radius of layer 7 and layer 4 
      Ro[6][4]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 5 
      Ro[6][5]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 6 
      Ro[6][6]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 7th */ 
       
      double Ld[nlayer]={5, kFnoneTrig[0],kFnoneTrig[0], 5}; 
      double KR[nlayer]; 
       
      for(int j=0;j<nlayer;j++) 
      { 
        KR[j]=(pow(Ld[j],2)/lifetime[j]/pow(binthickness[j],2)); 
      } 
      //KR[1]=(pow(Ld[1],2)/lifetime[0]/pow(binthickness[1],2)); 
      //Assigning Forster Radius between layers 
      double Ro[nlayer][nlayer]; 
      //Assymetry factor 
       
      Ro[0][0]=KR[0]; // Self Foster radius of layer 1 
      Ro[0][1]=KR[0]; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 2 
      Ro[0][2]=KR[0]*1; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 3 
      Ro[0][3]=KR[0]*0; // Self Foster radius of layer 1 and layer 4 
      /* Ro[0][4]=KR[0]*1; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 5 
      Ro[0][5]=KR[0]*1; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 6 
      Ro[0][6]=0; //Foster radius between layer 1 and layer 7th 
      */ 
       
       
      Ro[1][0]=KR[1]*0; // Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 1 
      Ro[1][1]=KR[1]*1; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 2 
      Ro[1][2]=KR[1]*1; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 3 
      Ro[1][3]=KR[1]*0; // Self Foster radius of layer 2 and layer 4 
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      /* Ro[1][4]=KR[1]*1; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 5 
      Ro[1][5]=KR[1]*1; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 6 
      Ro[1][6]=KR[1]*1; //Foster radius between layer 2 and layer 7th 
      */ 
       
      Ro[2][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 1 
      Ro[2][1]=KR[2]; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 2 
      Ro[2][2]=KR[2]; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 3 
       Ro[2][3]=KR[2]*kFnoneTrig[1]; // Self Foster radius of layer 3 
and layer 4 
      /* Ro[2][4]=0; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 5 
      Ro[2][5]=0; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 6 
      Ro[2][6]=0; //Foster radius between layer 3 and layer 7th 
      */ 
       Ro[3][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 1 
      Ro[3][1]=0; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 2 
      Ro[3][2]=0; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 3 
      Ro[3][3]=0; // Self Foster radius of layer 4 and layer 4 
      //Ro[3][4]=0; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 5 
      /* Ro[3][5]=0; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 6 
      Ro[3][6]=0; //Foster radius between layer 4 and layer 7th 
       
      Ro[4][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 1 
      Ro[4][1]=KR[4]*0; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 2 
      Ro[4][2]=KR[4]*0; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 3 
      Ro[4][3]=KR[4]*0; // Self Foster radius of layer 5 and layer 4 
      Ro[4][4]=KR[4]*0; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 5 
      Ro[4][5]=KR[4]*0; //oster radius between layer 5 and layer 6 
      Ro[4][6]=KR[4]*0.275; //Foster radius between layer 5 and layer 
7th 
       
      Ro[5][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 1 
      Ro[5][1]=KR[5]*1; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 2 
      Ro[5][2]=KR[5]*1; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 3 
      Ro[5][3]=KR[5]*1; // Self Foster radius of layer 6 and layer 4 
      Ro[5][4]=KR[5]*1; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 5 
      Ro[5][5]=KR[5]; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 6 
      Ro[5][6]=KR[5]*0.275; //Foster radius between layer 6 and layer 
7th 
       
      Ro[6][0]=0; // Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 1 
      Ro[6][1]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 2 
      Ro[6][2]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 3 
      Ro[6][3]=0; // Self Foster radius of layer 7 and layer 4 
      Ro[6][4]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 5 
      Ro[6][5]=0; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 6 
      Ro[6][6]=KR[6]; //Foster radius between layer 7 and layer 7th */ 
       
       
      //Assigning molecular density of each layer 
      double rho[nlayer]; 
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      rho[0]=1.19; 
      rho[1]=1.37; 
      rho[2]=1.37; 
      rho[3]=1.37; 
      /* rho[4]=1.37; 
      rho[5]=1.37; 
      rho[6]=0.14;*/ 
       
      double K[nlayer][nlayer]; // Rate between layers 
       
       
       
      for (int i=0;i<nlayer;i++) 
      { 
        for(int j=0;j<nlayer;j++) 
        { 
          //K[i][j]=(pow(Ro[i][j],6)*rho[j]*(pi/2))/(lifetime[i]); 
          K[i][j]=Ro[i][j]; 
          // cout<<K[i][j]<<" "; 
        } 
         
      } 
       
       
       
       
      double goaltime=1E-7;// Total time for all events in the material 
       
      double group=1;// Number of excitons to be transferred in each 
step 
       
      double absfactor=(lamda[wavelength])/(1.986*1e-16); // factor 
used for calculation of generation rate in a material 
      cout<<" absolute factor"<<" "<<absfactor<<endl; 
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////// 
       
      // Reading solar spectrum factor from the file 
      /// double solarspectrum[nwave]; 
      // solarspectrum[0]=1.37; //for lamda=590nm 
      // ifstream ss; 
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////// 
       
       
      //Assigning positions to each bin 
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      double binx[totalbins+1]; // variable for keeping track of 
position of bins 
      int c1,c2,c4; 
      double c3; 
      c1=0;c2=0;c3=0;c4=numbins[0]; 
      binx[0]=binthickness[0]; 
      for(int i=0; i<nlayer;i++) 
         
      { c1=c1+numbins[i]; 
        for(int j=c2; j<c1;j++) 
        { 
          if(j==c4) 
          { 
            binx[j]=c3+(binthickness[i-1]+binthickness[i])/4; 
            c3=c3+binthickness[i]; 
            c4=c4+numbins[i]; 
            cout<<"\n"<<binx[j]; 
          } 
          else 
          { 
            binx[j]=c3+(binthickness[i])/2; // filling bins from the 
last(bin2) 
            c3=c3+binthickness[i]; 
            cout<<"\n"<<binx[j]; 
          } 
        } 
        c2=c2+numbins[i]; 
         
      } 
       
       
       
      binx[totalbins]=c3+binthickness[nlayer-1]/2; 
       
      //cout<<"\n"<<binx[j]; 
       
       
       
       
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////// 
       
       
       
      // Energy absorption factors 




      double Q[totalbins+1]; // variable pointing to energy absorbed in 
generation file 
      double factor=0; 
       
      //Loading Q from file 
      ifstream fp_in;//input stream class to operate on files 
      fp_in.open("/Users/Deepesh/Google Drive/Simulations/KMC 
Simulations/KMC model for triplet transport efficiency/KMC model for 
triplet transport efficiency/Generation_bottom_quenched/GenerationQ"+ 
std::to_string(UGH_thickness[l]) +"nm.txt"); 
       
       
       
       
      //   if(fp_in.is_open()) 
      //    { 
       
      //Return to the beginning of the input file stream 
      // fp_in.clear(); // set error state flag at the beginning of 
file 
      //fp_in.seekg(0); // sets the position of the next character to 
be extracted from the input stream 
       
      int length=0; 
      int i=0; 
       
       
      while(fp_in.good()!=0) 
      { 
         
        fp_in>>factor; 
        if(factor==binx[i]) 
        { 
          fp_in>>factor; 
          Q[i]=factor; 
          x[i]=binx[i]; 
          cout<<binx[i]<<" "<<factor<<"\n"; 
          length++; 
          i++; 
           
        } 
         
         
      } 
      fp_in.close(); 
      //else 
       //  { cout<<"unable to open"<<endl; 
        //   return 0; 
         //} 
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      //Total energy absorbed 
      double energyabsorbed[nwave]; 
      energyabsorbed[0]=0; 
      for(int i=1; i<=length;i++) 
      { 
        energyabsorbed[wavelength]=energyabsorbed[wavelength]+ 
Q[i]*binthickness[0]*1e-9; 
      } 
      cout<<" Energy absorbed"<<" "<<energyabsorbed[wavelength]<<endl; 
       
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////// 
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////// 
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////// 
      //Building overall rate matrix 
       
      double R[totalbins+2][totalbins]; // Rate matrix 
       
      //Fill G from Q 
      c1=0; 
      c2=0; 
      for(int i=0; i<nlayer;i++) 
      {  c1=c1+numbins[i]; 
        for(int j=c2;j<c1;j++) 
        { 
          R[0][j] = absfactor*Q[j]*devicearea*binthickness[i]*1e-9; 
           
        } 
        c2=c2+numbins[i]; 
      } 
       
      cout<<endl; 
       
       
       
      //Fill Lifetime 
       
      c1=0;c2=0; 
      for(int i=0; i<nlayer;i++) 
      {  c1=c1+numbins[i]; 
        for(int j=c2;j<c1;j++) 
        { 
          R[1][j] = 1/lifetime[i]; 
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        } 
        c2=c2+numbins[i]; 
      } 
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
      //Fill kFs /Energy transfer rates 
       
      int j=0; 
      c1=0;c2=0;c4=numbins[0]; 
       
      for(int i=0; i<nlayer;i++) 
      { 
        c1=c1+numbins[i]; 
         
        for(j=c2;j<c1;j++) 
        {  int d=0; int e=0; 
          for (int f=0; f<nlayer;f++) 
          { 
            d=d+numbins[f]; 
             
            for(int k=e+2; k<d+2;k++) 
            { 
              if(k>j+1) 
              { 
                R[k][j]=K[i][f]*pow((k-j-2),-4); 
                 
              } 
               
              else 
              { 
                R[k][j]=K[i][f]*pow((j-k+2),-4); 
                 
              } 
               
            } 
            e=e+numbins[f]; 
             
          } 
           
        } 
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        c2=c2+numbins[i]; 
      } 
       
      for(int i = 2; i <totalbins+2; i++) 
      { 
         
        R[i][i-2] = 0; 
         
      } 
       
      for(int i = 0; i <= 1; i++) 
      { 
        for(int j=0; j<totalbins; j++) 
        { 
          cout << setw(7) << setprecision(4) << scientific << R[i][j] 
<< "\t"; 
        } 
        cout << endl<<"\n"; 
      } 
       
      for(int i = 2; i <totalbins+2; i++) 
      { 
        for(int j=0; j<totalbins; j++) 
        { 
          cout << setw(7) << setprecision(4) << scientific << R[i][j] 
<< "\t"; 
        } 
        cout << endl<<"\n"; 
      } 
       
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
      // 
       
       
      // output of the data 
       
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
       
       
      //Inital value of exciton densities ..reading from the file 
      //Intitalize n 
      int nflag=1; 
      double n[totalbins+1]; 
      ifstream fileID; 
      if (nflag== 1) 
      { 
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        fileID.open("/Users/Deepesh/Google Drive/Simulations/KMC 
Simulations/KMC model for triplet transport efficiency/KMC model for 
triplet transport efficiency/initial_n.txt"); 
         
        if(fileID.is_open()) 
           
        { 
          //while (fileID.good()!=0) 
          { 
            for(int i=0;i<totalbins;i++) 
            { fileID>>n[i]; 
              // cout<<"\n"<<n[i]<<" "; 
               
            } 
             
             
          } 
           
           
          fileID.close(); 
           
        } else 
        {cout<<"unable to open file"; 
          return 0; 
        } 
         
      } 
       
      //n[totalbins-1]=0; 
       
      // case 2 fill each bin with equal number of excitons initially 
      if (nflag == 0) 
      { 
        //Initalize n 
        for (int i=0; i<totalbins; i++) 
        { 
          n[i] = 100; 
          //cout<<n[i]<<"\t"; 
        } 
        // cout<<endl; 
        // n[totalbins] = 0; 
      } 
      //n[totalbins-1]=0; 





      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////// 
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////// 
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////// 
       
       
       
      //Start of iterations 
      int flag=0; 
      EQE[wavelength]=0; 
      timer[wavelength]=0; 
      double NR[totalbins+2][totalbins]; 
      double cumsumacross[totalbins]; 
      double cumsumdown[totalbins+2][totalbins]; 
      double random1=0; 
      double random2=0; 
      // int timerloop=0; 
      int iterations = 0, iterationsloop = 0; // number of iteration 
      double disocrate[2000][3]; 
      double EQEcheck=0.001; 
      int counter_gen=0; // Count for total generation event 
       
      int counter_recomb=0; //count for total recombination event 
       
      int counter_forward=0; //count for total forward energy transfer 
event 
       
      int counter_backward=0; //count for total Backward energy 
transfer event 
       
       
      //counter for different events 
      double counter_event[nlayer+2][nlayer]; 
       
       
       
      int niteration=0; 
      int z=1; 
      ndisoc=0; 
      ninjected=0; 
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      while (flag == 0) 
      { 
        counter_gen=0; // Count for total generation event 
         
        counter_recomb=0; //count for total recombination event 
         
        counter_forward=0; //count for total forward energy transfer 
event 
         
        counter_backward=0; //count for total Backward energy transfer 
event 
         
        ndisoc=0; 
        ninjected=0; 
         
        // Counter for Generation event in each layer 
        for(int i=0; i<nlayer;i++) 
        { 
          counter_event[0][i]=0;//Generation in the ith layer 
        } 
         
        // Counter for Recombination event in each layer 
        for(int i=0; i<nlayer;i++) 
        { 
          counter_event[1][i]=0;//Recombination in the ith layer 
        } 
         
         
         
        //Counter for excitons from (i-2) th layer to other layers 
        for(int i=2;i<nlayer+2;i++) 
        { 
          for(int j=0; j<nlayer;j++) 
          { 
            counter_event[i][j]=0;//Energy transfer from the j th layer 
to (i-2) layer 
          } 
           
        } 
         
         
         
         
        //NR Matrix 
        for(int i = 0; i<totalbins; i++) 
        { 
          NR[0][i] = R[0][i]; // Assinging the generation rate data to 
NR matrix 
        } 
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        for (int i = 1; i<totalbins+2; i++) 
        { 
          for(int j = 1; j<totalbins; j++) 
          { 
            NR[i][j] = n[j]*R[i][j]; // Assinging other rates to NR 
matrix 
             
          } 
           
        } 
         
         
        //Cumulative sum matrix 
        c3=0; 
        for(int i=0;i<totalbins;i++) 
        { 
          cumsumdown[0][i] = NR[0][i]; 
          for (int j = 1; j<=totalbins+1; j++) 
          { 
            cumsumdown[j][i] = NR[j][i]+cumsumdown[j-1][i]; 
          } 
          // cumsumacross[i] = cumsumdown[5][i]+c3; 
          // c3=c3+cumsumacross[i]; 
          //cout<<cumsumacross[i]<<"  "; 
           
        } 
         
        // cumsumacross[i] = cumsumdown[5][i]+c3; 
        // c3=c3+cumsumacross[i]; 
         
         
         
         
         
        cumsumacross[0]=cumsumdown[totalbins+1][0]; 
         
        for(int i=1; i<totalbins;i++) 
        { 
          cumsumacross[i]=cumsumdown[totalbins+1][i]+cumsumacross[i-1]; 
           
          //cout<<cumsumacross[i]<<"  "; 
        } 
         
        //cout<<cumsumacross[i]<<"  "; 
         
        //Begin Iterations 
        while (timer[wavelength] < goaltime) 
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        { 
           
           
           
           
          //Generate First Random Number to choose bin 
           
          random1 = mt()*cumsumacross[totalbins-1]; 
          //random1=(double (rand())/RAND_MAX)*cumsumacross[totalbins-
1]; 
          int k = 0; 
          while (random1>cumsumacross[k]) 
          { 
            k++; 
          } 
           
          random2 = mt()*cumsumdown[totalbins+1][k]; 
          //random2=(double 
(rand())/RAND_MAX)*cumsumdown[totalbins+1][k]; 
          int o = 0; 
          while (random2>cumsumdown[o][k]) 
          { 
            o++; 
          } 
           
           
          //        ofstream file; 
          //        
file.open("/Users/deepeshrai/Documents/Modelling/Super_diffusion/Super_
diffusion/random.txt",ios::app); 
          //        file<< random1<< "\t" << random2<< endl; 
          //        //cout << EQE[i] << "\t" << etaD[i] << "\t" << 
etaA[i] << endl; 
          //        file.close(); 
          // 
           
           
          
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/ 
          // Carrying of event 
           
           
         if(k==totalbins) 
          { cout<<" Need some correction"<<endl; 
            cout<<"total bins \t"<<totalbins<<endl; 




          } 
          
           
          if (o==0) 
          { 
            n[k] = n[k] + group; 
            counter_gen = counter_gen + group; 
             
            int d=0; 
            for(int i=0;i<nlayer;i++) 
            {  d=d+numbins[i]; 
               
              if(k<d) 
              { 
                counter_event[0][i]=counter_event[0][i]+group; 
                i=nlayer; // To come out from the loop 
              } 
               
               
            } 
             
             
          } 
           
           
           
          if (o==1) 
          { 
            n[k] = n[k] - group; 
            counter_recomb = counter_recomb + group; 
            int d=0; 
             
            for(int i=0;i<nlayer;i++) 
            {  d=d+numbins[i]; 
               
              if(k<d) 
              { 
                counter_event[1][i]=counter_event[1][i]+group; 
                i=nlayer; // To come out from the loop 
              } 
               
               
            } 
          } 
           
          if(o>=2) 
          { 
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            if(o<k+2) 
            { counter_backward=counter_backward+1; 
              n[k]=n[k]-group; 
              n[o-2]=n[o-2]+group; 
               
              int d=0; 
               
              for(int i=0;i<nlayer;i++) 
              {  d=d+numbins[i]; 
                 
                if(k<d) 
                { 
                  int e=0; 
                   
                  for(int j=0;j<nlayer;j++) 
                  {  e=e+numbins[j]; 
                     
                    if(o-2<e) 
                    { 
                      
counter_event[j+2][i]=counter_event[j+2][i]+group; 
                      j=nlayer; // To come out from the loop 
                    } 
                     
                     
                  } 
                   
                   
                  i=nlayer; // To come out from the loop 
                   
                   
                   
                   
                } 
                 
                 
              } 
               
            } 
            else 
            { counter_forward=counter_forward+1; 
              n[k]=n[k]-group; 
              n[o-2]=n[o-2]+group; 
               
              int d=0; 
               
              for(int i=0;i<nlayer;i++) 
              {  d=d+numbins[i]; 
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                if(k<d) 
                { 
                  int e=0; 
                   
                  for(int j=0;j<nlayer;j++) 
                  {  e=e+numbins[j]; 
                     
                    if(o-2<e) 
                    { 
                      
counter_event[j+2][i]=counter_event[j+2][i]+group; 
                      j=nlayer; // To come out from the loop 
                    } 
                     
                     
                  } 
                   
                   
                  i=nlayer; // To come out from the loop 
                   
                   
                   
                   
                } 
                 
                 
              } 
               
               
               
            } 
             
             
          } 
          //cout<<k<<" "<<o<<" "<<endl; 
           
          //Update dataprob, cumsumdown, and cumsum across 
           
           
          for(int j = 1; j<totalbins+2; j++) 
          { 
            NR[j][k] = n[k]*R[j][k]; 
            cumsumdown[j][k]=NR[j][k]+cumsumdown[j-1][k]; 
             
          } 
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          if (o>=2) 
          { 
            for(int j = 1; j<totalbins+2; j++) 
            { 
              NR[j][o-2] = n[o-2]*R[j][o-2]; 
              cumsumdown[j][o-2]=NR[j][o-2]+cumsumdown[j-1][o-2]; 
            } 
             
             
          } 
           
           
          //Cumulative sum matrix 
           
           
           
           
          cumsumacross[0]=cumsumdown[totalbins+1][0]; 
           
           
           
          for(int i=1; i<totalbins;i++) 
          { 
            cumsumacross[i]=cumsumdown[totalbins+1][i]+cumsumacross[i-
1]; 
           // cout<<n[i]<<" "; 
          } 
           
           
           
           
          //Determine Timestep 
          timer[wavelength] = timer[wavelength] -
log(mt())/cumsumacross[totalbins-1]; 
          //timer[wavelength]=timer[wavelength]-log((double 
(rand())/RAND_MAX))/cumsumacross[totalbins-1]; 
           
           
        /* if (n[k]<0) 
             
          { 
         
            
            cout << "Ran out of Excitons!" << endl; 
            ofstream nexciton;//input stream class to operate on files 
            nexciton.open("/Users/Deepesh/Google Drive/Simulations/KMC 
Simulations/Monte_Carlo_simulation_non_nearest/3 Layers/3 
Layers/nexciton/n" + std::to_string(z)+ ".txt"); 
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            for (int i=0;i<=totalbins;i++) 
            { nexciton<<n[i]<<endl; 
               
               
            } 
            niteration=niteration+1000; 
            z++; 
             
             
            flag=1; 
             
            return 0; 
          } */ 
           
           
          if( iterations == 1000000) 
          { 
            disocrate[iterationsloop][0] = (iterationsloop+1)*1000000; 
            disocrate[iterationsloop][1] = timer[wavelength]; 
            disocrate[iterationsloop][2] = ndisoc/timer[wavelength]; 
            iterations = 0; 
            iterationsloop = iterationsloop + 1; 
          } 
          else 
          { 
            iterations = iterations + 1; 
          } 
           
          if( iterationsloop==300) 
          { 
            flag=1; 
             
          } 
           
           
           
           
           
        } 
         
        for(int i=0;i<nlayer-1;i++) 
        { 
          ndisoc=ndisoc+counter_event[nlayer+1][i]; 
           
           
        } 
        for(int i=1;i<nlayer;i++) 
        { 
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          ninjected=ninjected+counter_event[i+2][0]; 
           
           
        } 
         
         
        EQE[wavelength] = 
100*(ndisoc/(intensity_factor*devicearea*timer[wavelength]*absfactor)); 
         
        if (pow(pow(EQE[wavelength]-EQEcheck,2),.5) < 0.1) 
        { 
          flag = 1; 
        } 
         
         
        else 
        {   EQEcheck = EQE[wavelength]; 
          iterations = 0; 
          iterationsloop = 0; 
          timer[wavelength] = 0; 
          ndisoc=0; 
          ninjected=0; 
          counter_gen=0; 
          global++; 
        } 
         
         
      } 
       
      current[wavelength] = ndisoc*(1.6e-
19)/timer[wavelength]/devicearea/10; 
      cout<<"device area"<<" "<<devicearea<<endl; 
      EQE[wavelength] = 
100*(ndisoc/(intensity_factor*devicearea*timer[wavelength]*absfactor)); 
      etaD[wavelength]=(ndisoc/counter_gen)*100 ; 
      etaT[wavelength]=(ndisoc/ninjected)*100; 
      
etaA[wavelength]=100*(counter_gen/(intensity_factor*devicearea*timer[wa
velength]*absfactor)); 
       
      cout << "Current = "<<" "<<current[wavelength]<< " mA/cm^2" << 
endl; 
      cout << "EQE = " << EQE[wavelength] << " %" << endl; 
      cout << "Diffusion Efficiency = " << etaD[wavelength]<< " %" << 
endl; 
      cout << "Absorption Efficiency = " << etaA[wavelength] << " %" << 
endl; 
      cout << "Transport Efficiency = " << etaT[wavelength]<< " %" << 
endl; 
      cout << "Excitons Dissociated"<<" "<<"="<<" "<<ndisoc << endl; 
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      cout <<"Excitonds Generated"<<" "<<"="<<" "<<counter_gen << endl; 
      cout <<"Excitonds Injected"<<" "<<"="<<" "<<ninjected<< endl; 
      cout<<"Time"<<" "<<timer[wavelength]<<endl; 
      cout<<"Iteration loop"<<iterationsloop<<endl; 
      cout<<"Iterations"<<(iterations*iterationsloop+iterations)<<endl; 
      cout<<"Number of Generation events"<<" "<<counter_gen<<endl; 
      cout<<"Number of Recombination events"<<" 
"<<counter_recomb<<endl; 
      cout<<"Number of Forward energy Transfer event"<<" 
"<<counter_forward<<endl; 
      cout<<"Number of backward energy Transfer event"<<" 
"<<counter_backward<<endl; 
       
      //cout<<"Number of Forster energy Transfer event"<<" 
"<<counter_event[5]<<endl; 
      //cout<<"Number of other transfer events"<<" 
"<<counter_event[4]<<endl; 
       
      ofstream TE; 
      TE.open("/Users/Deepesh/Google Drive/Simulations/KMC 
Simulations/KMC model for triplet transport efficiency/KMC model for 
triplet transport efficiency/Absolute_TE.txt",ios::app); 
      TE<<etaT[wavelength]<<" "; 
      TE.close(); 
       
      printf("Time taken by program %f seconds\n", (double)(clock() - 
tStart)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC); //time taken by program to run 
      //CLOCKS_PER_SEC-->This macro expands to an expression 
representing the number of clockticks per second. 
       
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////// 
      ofstream nfinal; //Stream class to operate on strings. 
      nfinal.open("/Users/Deepesh/Google Drive/Simulations/KMC 
Simulations/KMC model for triplet transport efficiency/KMC model for 
triplet transport efficiency/Results/nlayers_Q.txt"); 
      for (int i=0; i <totalbins; i++) 
      { 
        nfinal << n[i] << endl; // updating the new exciton density 
      } 
      nfinal.close(); 
       
       
      
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//// 
       
      // ofstream file; 
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      //file.open("/Users/Deepesh/Google Drive/Documents/C545T/3-
Layered /4 layers/4 layers/EQE.txt",ios::app); 
      //for (int i=0; i <nwave; i++) 
      //{ 
      // file<< lamda[i]<<"\t"<<nlayer<<"\t"<<EQE[i] << "\t" << etaD[i] 
<< "\t" << etaA[i] <<"\t"<<KFij[0]<<"\t Wavelength 
\t"<<startwavelength<<endl; 
      //cout << EQE[i] << "\t" << etaD[i] << "\t" << etaA[i] << endl; 
      //} 
      //file.close(); 
       
      
    } 
  } 




/* The gateway function */ 
/* 
void mexFunction( 
        int     nlhs, 
        mxArray   *plhs[], 
        int     nrhs, 
        const mxArray *prhs[] 
        ) 
{ 
  /* variable declarations here */ 
 /* double *foster; 
   
  /* create a pointer to the real data in the input matrix */ 
  //foster = mxGetScalar(prhs[0]); 
 /* foster=mxGetPr(prhs[0]); 
   
  
  /* get dimensions of the input matrix */ 
  // ncols = mxGetN(prhs[0]); 
   
   
 /* Quenched1(foster); 
  /* Destroy array */ 
  // mxDestroyArray(foster); 
//} 
int main(int argc, const char * argv[]) { 
  double Ro[2]; 
  Ro[0]=10; 
  //Ro[1]=2.379*1.495; 
 Ro[1]=10; 
  
  //Ro[3]=0.628*0.42; 
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  Quenched1(Ro); 
   
  return 0; 
} 
